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INTRODUCTION

EDITORIAL

In 2006, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) entered
into a partnership with the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) to bring an Education Forum to the readers of Science magazine on a monthly basis. One of these articles,
published in 2008, “PhET: Simulations That Enhance Learning,” (page 2) described interactive, research-based simulations of physical phenomena available online for free. Reading this article caused us to wonder how many other outstanding free resources might be
available for science education on the Web, lost among the billions of other Web pages. It
was this question that provided the inspiration for establishing the Science Prize for Online
Resources in Education (SPORE) in 2009.
The SPORE contest was created to encourage the use of high-quality on-line resources
by students, teachers, and the public. Over the course of two years, Science received a
large number of nominations for this prize. From this applicant pool, 24 winners were
selected by our jury of 36 scientists and science teachers. The collection that is presented
here highlights these outstanding science education resources, all freely available on the
Internet. Each two-page article published in Science is a guide to a winner’s innovative
work, providing students, teachers, and the general public alike a detailed
description of the science education tools available online. Readers can
thereby quickly decide for themselves whether to further investigate the
winning Website.
A second aim of the SPORE contest has been to encourage innovation
and excellence in education. As we had hoped, publication in Science has
helped to support the continuing efforts of our winners by acknowledging
their excellence. Follow-up surveys of SPORE winners emphasized an
increased credibility with funding agencies, increased status and recognition within their institutions, and increased offers of collaborations from
colleagues, professional societies, and publishers. We are thrilled that the
SPORE prize has been able to support excellence in science education in
these ways.
We hope that a wide variety of readers will find value in this compilation of winning SPORE Prize essays plus related editorial content, which
includes the Education Forum that served as inspiration for the prize, an Education Forum
describing the online education efforts of our partner, HHMI, and the Editorial that announced the first SPORE winner.
Please note that each essay in this compilation contains links to all of the winning
SPORE Web sites and related press releases.
We encourage readers of this booklet to explore other Science education resources that
can be found here: http://www.sciencemag.org/extra/education/
We are grateful to Science, AAAS, HHMI, and our set of volunteer expert jurors for
enabling us to recognize the very best in science education.
– Melissa McCartney, Pamela J. Hines, and Bruce Alberts
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Carl E. Wieman,1 Wendy K. Adams,2* Katherine K. Perkins2

R

esearch on learning shows that students learn better when they construct their own understanding of
scientific ideas within the framework of
their existing knowledge (1). To accomplish
this process, students must be motivated
to actively engage with the content and must
be able to learn from that engagement. Interactive computer simulations can meet both
of these needs. A growing body of research
analyzes their design and use (2, 3). Here,
we summarize some of the research of the
Physics Education Technology (PhET) project,
particularly that related
to simulations and student
motivation.
We find that an important element of educationally effective simulations
is that students view these
simulations much as scientists view their research
experiments (3). The scientist approaches research
as an enjoyable opportunity to explore basic
concepts, as well as to challenge, correct,
and add to his or her understanding of how
the world works. Similarly, the student
usually finds exploring the simulations fun
and, through this exploration, discovers new
ideas about the science. A well-designed
simulation focuses the student’s attention on
the basic scientific concepts. When something unexpected happens, the student questions her understanding and changes parameters in the simulation to explore and improve
her understanding—approaches similar to
those taken by a scientist working with an
experiment. This behavior is in contrast to
the way students approach hands-on experiments typically used in classes. Students
often think that their goal with such experiments is to reproduce a preordained result as
fast as possible, without making a mistake.
1Science Education Initiative and Department of Physics &
Astronomy, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC
V6T1Z3, Canada. 2Department of Physics, University of
Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA.

*Author for correspondence. E-mail: wendy.adams@
colorado.edu
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cules in a sound wave);
(iii) multiple representations to support deeper
understanding (pressure
differences visualized by
density of air molecules,
by light and dark shading
on the gray-scale view,
and by the pressure versus time graph); (iv) multiple directly manipulated
variables (sliders controlling frequency and amplitude of the wave, as well
as choice of number and
spacing of the sources);
“Wave Interference” simulation. The student (v) instruments for quancan investigate water waves (inset), sound waves titative measurements and
analysis (measuring tape,
(panel shown), and light waves.
clock, and pressure meter);
Many factors of simu- (vi) animated graphics tested to ensure corlations contribute to rect interpretation; and (vii) distortion and
this contrast. Identify- simplification of reality to enhance educaing these factors is im- tional effectiveness.
portant for effective
In PhET simulations, the visual display
design and use of educational simulations and direct interaction help answer students’
and could help improve typical in-class questions and develop their understanding.
experiments.
Animated graphics are used to convey how
The PhET project (http://phet.colorado. scientists visualize certain phenomena such
edu) has developed more than 80 interactive as electrons, fields, and graphs (see figure,
simulations. These cover various topics in page 683). Interacting with the simulation
physics and real-world applications, such as helps users develop their own mental models
the greenhouse effect and lasers. There are and understanding of the science. This is
16 simulations on chemistry topics, as well particularly helpful for students of quantum
as several simulations for math, biology, and mechanics (4).
earth science. PhET simulations run through
Research by the PhET project on design
standard Web browsers and they can be inte- and use of simulations in a variety of educagrated into a lecture, used with laboratories tional settings (5) generated the following
or as homework assignments, or used as findings. Students doing a 2-hour exercise
informal resources. A PhET simulation using the “Circuit Construction Kit” simularequires several months to create, has tion in a one-semester course demonstrated
10,000 to 20,000 lines of code, and is tested higher mastery of the concepts of current
through a series of student interviews. These and voltage on the final exam than students
simulations are used worldwide and at all who did a parallel laboratory exercise with
levels—from grade school through upper- real electrical equipment (6). In a quantum
level university courses.
mechanics course using a curriculum based
The “Wave Interference” simulation (see on the “Photoelectric Effect” simulation,
figure above) illustrates common PhET sim- ~80% of the students demonstrated mastery
ulation features: (i) familiar elements (audio of the concepts, whereas only 20% did so in
speakers and faucets) to build real-world a course using traditional instruction (4).
connections; (ii) visual representations to When used as a lecture demonstration, the
show the invisible (the motion of air mole- “Wave on a String” simulation resulted in
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greater conceptual learning than did the real equipment frequently stopped to ask
standard demonstration (2).
questions of the Teaching Assistant (TA) that
We have also conducted more than 250 indicated concerns over hurting themselves
interviews of individual students using or breaking the equipment. The simulation
PhET simulations in a think-aloud format. groups rarely asked questions of the TA and
These interviews reveal how and why stu- were constantly discussing within their peer
dents interact with simulations and how groups and trying various circuit configurathis interaction leads to learning (7, 8). tions to test their ideas. In another study,
First, students find the simulations to be we used the simulations “Moving Man,”
fun and intellectually engaging. Students “Projectile Motion,” and “Energy Skate
(and teachers) will spontaneously play for Park” to supplement the use of laboratory
hours with some simulations in education- equipment. Students expressed a strong
ally productive ways. We have identified a preference for simulations over the real
number of characteristics that make a sim- equipment. They repeatedly commented that
ulation this engaging, many of which are it was easier to see what was happening with
what make video games engaging (9). the simulations and that they were more fun
These include (i) dynamic visual environ- than the real equipment. In contrast, unexments that are directly controlled by the pected results with the real equipment were
user, (ii) challenges that are neither too commonly blamed on human error or defechard nor too easy, and (iii) enough visual tive equipment, and there was very little
complexity to create curiosity without exploration. We heard numerous comments
being overwhelming. Items (ii) and (iii) are about how it was nice that the simulations
best developed through iteration and test- were always correct and they (the students)
ing with students.
could not break them, as they could the real
We find that students are not able to equipment (10).
make sense of the science in the simulation
As scientists, we perceive our experijust from watching. They must interact ments through an “expert filter” arising
actively with the simulation. Most of the from our extensive experience and knowllearning occurs when the student
is asking herself questions that
guide her exploration of the simulation and her discovery of the
answers. When students engage in
such self-driven exploration, they
learn better. For example, nonscience students with no prior
knowledge of physics are able to
provide quite good explanations
of an electromagnetic wave after
less than an hour playing with the
“Radio Waves” simulation. (Even
physics majors have a hard time
explaining electromagnetic waves
after a year of physics.)
Faraday Laboratory. In a series of panels, students explore bar
This sort of self-driven explo- magnets and electromagnets, induced currents, transformers,
ration is very similar to what a and, finally, hydroelectric power generation.
scientist does with an experiment.
It is the students’ perceptions of the simula- edge, and this perception allows us to see
tions that encourage them to explore in a our experiment much the way these students
similar manner. Students have little fear of perceive PhET simulations. As scientists, we
breaking the simulations or hurting them- recognize the important aspects of the appaselves, and they trust the simulations to be ratus and ignore the trivial, so it is neither
correct. Some learning goals are not overwhelmingly complex nor frightening.
addressed through the simulations, such as We perceive challenges that engage us to
operating complex laboratory equipment (3). carry out exploration and discovery.
In the study comparing the use of
A good simulation provides the student
“Circuit Construction Kit” with equivalent with the equivalent of training wheels on a
real equipment (5), students were observed bicycle, effectively substituting the conto do more spontaneous experiments with straints and display of the simulation for
the simulation than with the corresponding expertise. This support allows students to
real electrical equipment. Groups using the carry out exploration and learning that is
www.sciencemag.org
www.sciencemag.org
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cognitively similar to that of a scientist,
something they do not have the experience
or motivation to do with most real equipment in physics. With real equipment, the
numerous complex unknowns are mysterious, uncontrollable, and threatening.
Without an “expert filter,” every detail is
seen as equally important. For example, we
have seen students in electric circuit laboratories spend considerable time worrying
about the significance of the (irrelevant)
color of plastic insulation on the wires. We
also see in simulation testing how rapidly
expert-like understanding can change a
person’s perception. With the “Radio
Waves” simulation, if students are initially
faced with the full-field view, they are
overwhelmed. They find the simulation unpleasant, and they are reluctant to interact
with it. However, if a student begins with
the standard simple start-up panel, they
will readily explore and develop an understanding so that, when they later encounter
the full-field view, they understand it and
actually prefer it. Simulations can therefore
be designed to introduce students to
increasing levels of complexity and messiness, which may be an effective and engaging way to prepare students for real scientific research.
Carefully developed and tested educational simulations can be engaging and
effective. They encourage authentic and productive exploration of scientific phenomena, and provide credible animated models
that usefully guide students’ thinking.
References and Notes:
1. J. Bransford, A. Brown, R. Cocking, Eds., How People
Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School (National
Academy Press, Washington, DC, 2000).
2. K. K. Perkins et al., Phys. Teach. 44, 18 (2006).
3. See supporting material available on Science Online for
additional information.
4. S. B. McKagan et al., Am. J. Phys. 76,406 (2008).
5. All research papers by the PhET team can be found at:
http://phet.colorado.edu/new/research/index.php.
6. N. D. Finkelstein et al., Phys. Rev. Spec. Top. Phys. Educ.
Res. 1, 010103 (2005).
7. W. K. Adams et al., J. Interact. Learn. Res. 19, 397
(2008).
8. W. K. Adams et al., J. Interact. Learn. Res. 19, 551
(2008).
9. T. Malone, Cogn. Sci .5, 333 (1981).
10. Student perception of the accuracy of simulations is a
complex topic that is discussed in the supporting
material.
11. The PhET work has been supported by the NSF, the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, Microsoft, the
University of Colorado, the Kavli Operating Institute, and
C. Wieman and S. Gilbert. This work represents the valuable contributions of the entire PhET Team.
Supporting Online Material
www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/322/5902/682/DC1
Published in Science October 31, 2009
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T

here are many Web sites supporting
instruction in the life sciences (1).
One such effort, the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute’s (HHMI’s) BioInteractive (biointeractive.org), developed from
a focus on practicing scientists explaining
their research; engaging explanations driven
by compelling examples and graphics; and
meaningful dialogue with instructors to
improve products and to facilitate classroom
adoption of materials (2).
BioInteractive is a library of multimedia
resources to support teaching. The content is
a product of interactions between scientists
and educators, mediated by a team of production specialists. To make materials convenient for use in teaching, content is free and
offered in a variety of formats, for example,
video streamed or for ﬁle download. Among
those who voluntarily provide feedback, the
majority identify themselves as high school
and college educators, although students also
visit the site. For notices of new programs,
24,000 educators are currently registered.
Over 1 million unique visitors come to the
site annually, exploring, on average, eight
features. The average viewing time of a visitor streaming a lecture video is >30 min.
BioInteractive arose to provide online
support to the HHMI Holiday Lectures on
Science, presented by leading scientists and
including videos, scientiﬁc demonstrations,
and animations. Advances in online video
make the lectures a resource for teachers
and students.
The Web site includes lectures, interactive features, and short ﬁlms (see the image).
Many videos feature scientists at different career stages, from undergraduates to
senior research professors, talking about their
research and their lives as scientists. The site
also has teacher guides, lesson plans, instructions for hands-on activities, and virtual labs.
BioInteractive also hosts >120 animations.
Engaging animations can be instructional
tools to show the sequence of complex events,
to compress time and space, and to reveal
otherwise invisible structures and processes

Department of Science Education, The Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, Chevy Chase, MD 20815, USA.
*Author for correspondence. E-mail: dliu@hhmi.org

Bobtail squid

Vibrio fischeri

Image from BioInteractive, based on the work of B. Bassler and colleagues on bacterial quorum sensing.

(3–6). They can encapsulate research ﬁndings
from dozens of technical publications.
The BioInteractive development team
works closely with teachers to develop interactive features, teacher guides, standards and
curricula correlations, lessons, and handson activities that make use of and extend the
multimedia resources. We look for consensus
among teachers over whether materials meet
various local and national standards and are
likely to ﬁt the curricula of classroom teachers. We have adapted our materials to the
Advanced Placement (AP) biology curriculum and have published guides tying BioInteractive materials to topics in the high school
curriculum, such as biotechnology or immunology. Efforts are under way to correlate content with the new AP biology framework and
the Next Generation Science Standards.
Teachers are contacted online via surveys
and forums but mostly through workshops.
Each year, ~14 teachers attend the Holiday
Lectures and work for an additional 3 days on
ideas for using the lectures in the high school
classroom. This workshop develops support
materials for the current series, as well as ideas
for future lecture series and short ﬁlms. For a
larger network of teachers, the BioInteractive
team organizes additional workshops nationwide. In 2011, HHMI had direct contact with
an estimated 3500 teachers in 41 workshops
and sent materials to another 31 professional
development events.
We are exploring ways to grant continuing education credits to teachers who participate in our workshops and also for those
seeking credit for using our online materials.
Despite variability (each state and district has
a speciﬁc set of criteria for licensing and credentialing teachers for promotion), there are
many commonalities, and virtually all science

teachers participate in ongoing professional
development (7).
As the audience has grown, BioInteractive has enjoyed favorable recognition (8).
Teacher enthusiasm for the materials is high,
but we have not yet directly evaluated student
enthusiasm or measured learning outcomes.
To address this, we have begun pilot projects
to ﬁeld-test methods for directly measuring
the impact of various Web features on student
learning in a classroom setting, as well as in a
setting without instructors. We hope to learn
whether instructor enthusiasm for the materials is well founded, as well as to understand
the impact that educational videos can have
when used by students as a component of freechoice learning (9).
References and Notes
1. For example, Understanding Evolution (evolution.
berkeley.edu), Learn Genetics (learn.genetics.utah.edu),
the DNA Learning Center (www.dnalc.org), and The Biology Project (www.biology.arizona.edu).
2. D. Liu, Curator 48, 125 (2005).
3. D. H. O’Day, CBE Life Sci. Educ. 5, 255 (2006).
4. R. Guy, Proc. Austral. Physiol. Soc. 42, 41 (2011).
5. D. Liu, CBE Life Sci. Educ. 6, 21 (2007).
6. J. Jenkinson, G. McGill, CBE Life Sci. Educ. 11, 103
(2012).
7. The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
has information on state certiﬁcation and professional
development standards at www.nbpts.org.
8. For example, The Pirelli Top Prize for the Diffusion of
Scientiﬁc Thinking and Culture, Scientiﬁc American Top 5
Biology Web site, and The Merlot Classic Award.
9. J. H. Falk, L. D. Dierking, Lessons Without Limit: How
Free-Choice Learning Is Transforming Education
(Altamira Press, Walnut Creek, CA, 2002).
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best promote science education. Each month this year, Science will publish an essay by the
creators of a winning Web site that describes their online resource. This month’s featured site
focuses on teaching and learning genetics, and it originates from the University of Utah (see
p. 538). The Science Prize for Online Resources in Education (SPORE) recognizes outstanding freely available online materials that enrich science education. There were nearly 100
entries for 2009 from many nations. They spanned diverse subjects, ranging from astronomy,
chemistry, and physics to geology and biology. Most sites targeted students, ranging from
elementary through graduate school, whereas others focused on the general public. Many
included videos, animations, real-world data sets, or teaching materials.
A panel of 16 scientists and nine teachers performed the challenging task of selecting the
winners from the excellent entries. In the end, two that were judged to be of the very highest
quality were nevertheless not chosen. The Physics Education Technology (PhET) Web site,
created at the University of Colorado, Boulder, was considered ineligible because Science had
recently published an Education Forum that describes how to use PhET’s physics simulations.* In fact, this article provided the inspiration for the SPORE
contest. An entry from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) was also
not selected; although it produces an outstanding education Web site (www.
hhmi.org/biointeractive), HHMI is Science’s partner in producing the Education Forum, and we felt uncomfortable awarding them one of only 12 slots.
Why did Science create such a competition? There are many prizes for those
who produce excellent scientific research, but only a few awards for educators. Yet
being an outstanding science educator is as demanding and valuable to society as
being an exceptional research scientist. And, as it does for research, highlighting
education excellence sets a standard for others to aim at, while simultaneously
emphasizing the enormous value of the endeavor. There is another important reason for the recognition that this competition brings. The World Wide Web is a
fantastic information resource, but it can be overwhelming. Many had hoped, for
example, that the U.S. National Science Digital Library Project might go a long
way toward solving this problem.** But the collection of science education Web sites that resulted,
although a valuable resource, contains so many entries that additional guidance seems warranted.
With a limit of 12 Web sites a year, Science aims to make it easier to find valuable materials, both
for one’s intellectual growth and for teaching.
This last point raises a broader issue. When I began my academic career as an assistant professor at Princeton University in 1966, I sought to learn everything about what others had discovered
previously, before beginning my research on chromosome replication. Yet when I taught, I rarely
sought to build on what other teachers had developed before me. This difference between how
scientists approach their research and their teaching goes a long way, I believe, to explain why the
quality of university science education lags so far behind the quality of science itself.
Through the Web, a rapidly expanding OpenCourseWare Consortium, with more than 150
universities from 36 nations, makes different approaches to teaching readily observable globally.
Based on this wide visibility, many more contests can be developed to reward innovation in science
education. Scientific societies might, for example, annually recognize the best 1-month teaching modules for an introductory science course in college, or provide an award for the best set of
laboratory modules for a science class that are inquiry-based and require only modest resources
(thereby being readily exportable). The nomination process for Science’s 2010 SPORE contest has
just begun (www.aaas.org/go/spore). According to Wikipedia, a “spore is a reproductive structure
that is adapted for dispersal and surviving for extended periods of time in unfavorable conditions."
Analogously, we hope that SPORE seeds the proliferation of many other education awards,
adapted for dispersal and survival in the world of education.
– Bruce Alberts
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he Human Genome Project and the graduate school use the site to better under- to “viral” dissemination through link-sharing
subsequent explosion of genomic stand content their instructors present, to assist Web sites and blogs. Although this type of disinformation are transforming our in completing assignments, and to explore sci- semination is unpredictable, both our “Mouse
knowledge of how organisms function and ence independently. Higher-education faculty party” and “Cell size and scale” (see ﬁgure
how genes and the environment interact. use the materials for courses ranging from below) interactive animations have spread this
These insights have led to advances in per- introductory biology to professional prepara- way, engendering discussions about science in
sonalized medicine, stem cell treatments, and tion in education and nursing.
over 30 languages around the world. “The new
genetic testing. Students, teachers, and the
Animations presenting science concepts science of addiction: Genetics and the brain”
public must be prepared to make informed in an accessible and engaging way attract module has received the most unanticipated
decisions about participation in genomics members of the general public, which leads use; it has been incorporated into police ofﬁresearch, genome-related
cer training and addiction treathealth care, use of genetiment in several countries.
cally modiﬁed agricultural
We use a participatory
products, and public funddesign approach to developing
ing for stem cell research.
our materials, involving teachEducation has been ideners and scientists along with
tif ied as a crosscutting
the science educators, instrucelement that is critical to
tional designers, science writachieving the potential of
ers, teacher professional develgenomics research (1).
opers, scientists, multimedia
To address this need for
designers, Web developers,
genomic literacy, we have
and evaluators that comprise
developed two related Web
our team. Our method emerged
sites. Learn.Genetics (see
from extensive work with teachfigure, right, from http://
ers in professional development
learn.genetics.utah.edu/)
programs and capitalized on
provides educational mateteachers’ real-world expertise in
rials that currently cover 15
successful teaching approaches,
topic areas ranging from
knowledge of engaging topDNA to epigenetics. Classics and materials, knowledge
room activities designed to
of the gaps in available online
support and extend these
materials, and familiarity with
materials, as well as other
the state science education stanresources for educators, are
dards guiding curricula. It also
available on Teach.Genetdraws on scientists’ depth of
ics (http://teach.genetics. Learn.Genetics. The site provides educational materials on 15 topic areas, ranging expertise in their ﬁelds. Involvutah.edu/).
ing the center’s entire team
from DNA to epigenetics.
Our goal in developing
builds understanding of the conthese Web sites has been to make genetics and
tent and learning objectives and
genomics easy for everyone to understand. The
enables each to contribute his or
grants and contracts funding the sites have supher perspective and expertise to
ported development of curriculum-supplement
the process—from writing, visumaterials for grades 5 through 12 that address
alization, production, classroom
the National Science Education Standards (2)
evaluation, and teacher profesand gaps in standards-related, free, online,
sional development.
multimedia educational materials.
Our development process for
Web-site and in-person feedback indicate
a module begins with a summer
that the materials are used by a much broader
workshop, advertised to teachaudience. Students from middle school through
ers through our e-mail list. An
Cell size and scale. This interactive animation allows users to online application enables us to
zoom from a coffee bean down to a carbon atom, comparing the select an outstanding group of 12
Genetic Science Learning Center, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, UT 84112, USA.
relative sizes of representative cells, microrganisms, organelles to 18 grade-appropriate teach*Author for correspondence. E-mail: louisa.stark@utah.edu
and molecules along the way.
ers who represent a diversity of
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teaching experience, student populations,
and locales; about 5 to 10% of applicants
are accepted. Participants receive travel
expenses and a stipend.
A typical 4½-day summer workshop
begins with talks by scientists and discussions of scientiﬁc articles, from which
participants distill important concepts for
their students. The teachers and our staff
work together to deﬁne the “big ideas”
that emerge from these concepts, around
which the module will be organized.
Small groups of teachers then develop
each big idea, drafting online and classroom
learning experiences designed to assist students in learning. The workshops offer a rare
opportunity for teachers to develop creative
ideas for curriculum materials that will be
used worldwide, to interact with scientists, to
update their content knowledge, and to work
with other teachers from across the country. A glimpse into one summer workshop
can be seen at http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/
content/epigenetics/credits/. In it, teachers
describe ideas that became the Insights From
Identical Twins movie and “Gene control”
interactive animation on Learn.Genetics and
the “DNA and histone model” activity on
Teach.Genetics.
After the summer workshop, our team
works with the materials the teachers drafted.
Ideas may be combined, modiﬁed, expanded
or contracted, as we plan a module that
addresses the big ideas while ﬁtting the anticipated cost within the available budget.
Our materials evolve each year as we
learn from past modules and feedback
obtained via classroom testing, teacher
workshops, and Web-site feedback. At present, key module concepts are addressed in
animated and interactive activities, because
these appeal to the broadest range of learners. Narration allows users to concentrate
on the animation and leads to deeper learning (3); text is available for those who are
hearing-impaired or in computer labs lacking headphones. “Learn More” pages provide additional information for those interested in exploring beyond the basics. All
pages are designed following standard Web
usability guidelines (4), including meaningful visuals and text that is clear, concise, and
easily scanned.
Good instruction addresses multiple
learning styles, such as visual, auditory,
and kinesthetic (5, 6). Therefore, our modules include non–computer-based classroom materials designed to support, extend,
and assess online learning. For example,
the somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT)
technique utilized in the “Click and clone”
interactive animation is mirrored in the
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paper-based “Let’s clone a mouse, mouse,
mouse” activity. We suggest using the latter
as an assessment for the online activity, asking students to use the mouse and petri dish
paper cut-outs to create a poster describing
the SCNT technique, without giving them
the instructions. Additionally, worksheets
are provided for many other animations to
guide students’ learning.
An entire module comprises 2 to 10
hours of instruction. However, in designing our materials, we recognize that many
teachers do not use a curriculum supplement module in its entirety (7). They select
materials that address the science standards they are required to teach, are appropriate for their students’ level, and ﬁt their
instructional designs (7). For example, in
the “Amazing cells” module, a seventhgrade teacher might only use “Inside a cell”
and “Cell size and scale.” A high-school
biology teacher might use these activities
plus “Build-a-membrane,” “Coffee to carbon,” and “The ﬁght-or-ﬂight response.” To
address multiple grade levels and teachers’
differing use of the curricula, each animation and classroom activity focuses on a single main learning objective, making it easier for teachers to incorporate the materials
into their lessons.
As our team produces a module, they
consult the scientists who participated in
the summer workshop and others for additional information and to verify scientiﬁc
accuracy. Currently, module production also
includes development of valid and reliable
assessment instruments, used in classroom
ﬁeld tests and later added to the resource
materials on Teach.Genetics. A mediumsized module, such as “Epigenetics,” takes
3 to 4 months to produce.

Once a module is produced, it is tested in
the classroom with students and teachers who
were not involved in the development process. Students complete knowledge assessments before, after, and 2 weeks after studying a module. Teachers receive a stipend for
their participation and feedback.
We have begun expanding beyond genetics with our “Amazing cells” and “Great Salt
Lake ecology” modules. We hope to develop
additional materials in the areas of life science and health and other scientiﬁc ﬁelds.
The Web has become the primary information source for individuals with access
to the Internet. Online educational materials thus have the ability to affect science literacy, preparing individuals to participate in
the workforce, as well as to become informed
health-care consumers and citizens of the
21st century.
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I

n contrast to science, which makes progress at the level of the community and
where individual work builds on all that
has come before, teaching science has often
been an individual enterprise. Typically, faculty create courses in isolation, without the
beneﬁt of knowledge of others’ classroom
experiences or research on how students
learn (1, 2). Building a culture of sharing
and communal improvement in support of
undergraduate geoscience teaching is the
goal of the On the Cutting Edge professional
development program.
To this end, On the Cutting Edge has
offered a series of professional development
workshops for geoscience faculty and graduate students since 2002. Participants share
their teaching experiences, learn from leaders in geoscience and other disciplines, and
develop new online resources in support
of teaching geoscience (3) (see the ﬁgure,
right). Many of the workshops focus on speciﬁc topics in geoscience education. Emerging themes, such as teaching with visualizations and data; core courses in the undergraduate major, such as structural geology;
and rapidly changing content areas, such as
climate change, are all included. Other workshops, repeated each year, help faculty design
or revise a course, pretenure faculty manage
their careers, and postdoctoral students and
graduate students prepare
for an academic career. This
range of workshop topics has
been successful in engaging a
wide spectrum of geoscience
faculty in learning more about
geoscience teaching.
To date, ~1400 geoscience
faculty from more than 450
Science Education Resource Center, Carleton College, Northﬁeld, MN
55057, USA. 2Department of Earth
Sciences, Montana State University,
Bozeman, MT 59717, USA. 3Geology Department, Hamilton College,
Clinton, NY 13323, USA. 4Geology
Department, College of William and
Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23187, USA.

Workshop participants generate much of the Web site content. Here, participants in the 2008 Teaching
Introductory Geoscience workshop work together to improve their contributions to the teaching activity collection.

geoscience departments have participated in
On the Cutting Edge workshops. Participants
from research universities, comprehensive
universities, liberal arts colleges, and 2-year
colleges are selected on the basis of scientiﬁc
and educational expertise, as well as to provide a diverse array of viewpoints.
The On the Cutting Edge Web site (http://
serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/) is one
of the program’s most important innova-
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Many Web site users are searching for video or other visualizations. This video of a ﬂume study of water ﬂowing over a dam is part
of a collection of videos for teaching river geomorphology developed
by Little River Research and Design, with funding from the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources. From this page, users can easily
explore other related materials and ideas for teaching geomorphology,
including a collection of teaching activities and syllabi.

tions for allowing faculty to learn from one
another about teaching. The Web site is a key
resource for workshop participants as they
prepare for their workshop experience; it provides tools for interaction, sharing, and collaboration during the workshop and records
insights gained at the workshop. After the
workshop, the Web site provides information and resources and supports changes
in instruction for both participants and the
larger community. The Web site also illuminates the linkages between science content,
pedagogical strategies, teaching activities,
assessments, and research on learning.
The Web site is a joint creation of the
workshop participants and the project team
of On the Cutting Edge. The conveners work
with staff to create pages that introduce the
topics of the workshop and build a foundation for workshop discussions. For example,
before a workshop on the role of the affective domain in geoscience teaching, pages
reviewing the definition of the affective
domain, a framework for its application to
teaching, and an introduction to the literature
were developed. Workshop participants prepare for the workshop by reviewing materials on the Web site and contributing examples
from their own teaching. In another example,
participants from a 2009 workshop on teach-
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ing paleontology submitted descriptions of
their courses and two activities that they have
used in the classroom. These examples are
collected through a structured Web-based
format in advance of the workshop, which
allows participants to learn about their colleagues’ work before they meet at the workshop and automatically produces a valuable,
easily searched collection for use by all interested faculty (4).
During the workshop, participants document the results of their discussions and work
together via the Web site. For example, participants in the affective domain workshop
described dilemmas that they had faced in
teaching and discussed a variety of possible
responses, based on the presentations and
information gained at the workshop. They
developed these discussions into a set of Web
pages that they can use for their own reference and that are available to others. Increasingly, workshops also provide opportunities
for participants to review and improve teaching activities submitted before the workshop,
enhancing the quality of the materials shared
through the Web site.
Following the workshop, the On the Cutting Edge project team reviews materials
generated by the workshop and creates a topical site designed to present this information
to geoscience faculty who did not attended
the workshop.
The On the Cutting Edge site now has
33 topical sections based on the workshops
offered to date. These include more than 1200
community-contributed teaching activities
ranging from in-class activities that make lecture interactive to designs for laboratory activities. Web statistics show that 16,000 users
returned to the site six or more times last year
to ﬁnd ideas or materials for teaching, to learn
about a new method or topic, to ﬁnd out what
their colleagues are doing in their teaching,
to ﬁnd geoscience visualizations, or to obtain
information to assist with career planning or
advancement (see the ﬁgure, page 1095, bottom). We estimate that ~25% of these users
are geoscience faculty, including roughly
equal numbers of workshop participants and
other geoscience faculty. Other users include
faculty in other disciplines, teachers of elementary through high-school pupils, students, and others.
Workshop participants use the Web
site to refresh their memory, to make use
of resources discussed at the workshop in
their teaching, and to expand their knowledge in areas addressed by workshops other
than the one they attended. For example,
one participant in the Introductory Geoscience workshop developed a dinosaur course
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by combining ideas learned at the workshop with materials from the online course
design tutorial available from a workshop
he did not attend. The result was a course
that used a student project as a central element to tie together concepts addressed
throughout the course. Similarly, geoscience faculty who have not attended workshops are using the Web site to learn about
different aspects of geoscience teaching and
to ﬁnd out more about what their colleagues
are doing in their courses. This combination
gives them conﬁdence to try new methods
in their teaching.
We know less about use by those outside
geoscience, but use patterns suggest that
they are also learning about pedagogy, ﬁnding visualizations, and exploring teaching
examples. Of intensive sessions (those viewing 10 or more pages), 38% include views of
activity pages. Learning does not stop with
the activities, however; 20% of intensive sessions include visits to a module describing a
pedagogic method.
The combination of workshops and Web
sites has inﬂuenced the practice of individual
geoscience faculty in the classroom (5). Multiple surveys indicate that 80% of respondents have made speciﬁc changes to their
teaching practices with a measurable shift
toward active-learning techniques. Interviewees can identify speciﬁc changes and
trace them to lessons learned at the workshop
or from the Web site. Critical to supporting
these changes is a student-centered view of
learning (6), which is developed at the workshops. Past participants use phrases such as
“eye-opener” or “seismic shift” to describe
this change in viewpoint.
Beyond the impacts on individual faculty,
the On the Cutting Edge program has created
a new culture; faculty learn from one another
and share resources to improve teaching.
The workshops encourage discussions about

teaching, whereas the Web site allows faculty
to quickly discover what others are doing.
We are beginning to see spontaneous contribution of teaching materials through our online submission forms, actions that reﬂect
the beginnings of a self-sustaining community of sharing.
In the future, On the Cutting Edge will
offer several workshops in 2010 on topics
central to improved teaching in the geosciences: teaching complex systems, using the
Geographic Information System and remote
sensing in geoscience, and teaching through
ﬁeldwork. We continue to work to engage a
larger fraction of geoscience faculty in this
community and, this year, will expand our
virtual workshop series by offering workshops on service learning, teaching about the
deep earth, designing effective courses, and
teaching online courses. All will yield new
additions to the Web site, which we invite you
to explore and enjoy.
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iven the pace at which the scientiﬁc landscape changes, even practicing scientists can ﬁnd it difﬁcult
to keep up with advances outside their ﬁelds
of specialization. Imagine the daily challenge
faced by classroom science teachers, who are
trying to remain current with a broad range of
scientiﬁc content and to incorporate the new
information into existing curricula. This integration requires a depth and breadth of science
knowledge not provided by the professional
development available to most elementary, and
even some secondary, school teachers.
In the United States today, there are
250,000 K–12 (kindergarten to high school)
math and science teachers and 1.5 million elementary school teachers (many of whom provide science instruction) (1, 2). Their needs
vary widely, and most have insufﬁcient access
to quality continuing education and teaching
resources. Secondary-school science teachers
need up-to-date content and training in laboratory techniques, such as how to use a micropipettor. Elementary teachers need help with
basic understandings and teaching approaches
across a wide range of topics, from earthquakes to the carbon cycle. These challenges
are heightened in schools with signiﬁcant populations of economically disadvantaged and
at-risk students, where teachers tend to be less
prepared to teach science (3).
BioEd Online (www.bioedonline.org)
and K8 Science (www.k8science.org) are
Web sites developed by Baylor College of
Medicine (BCM) to address teachers’ needs
for accurate, timely science information and
teaching materials. The sites capitalize on the
Internet’s capacity to reach many users at a
relatively low cost. As 97% of U.S. schools
report having broadband Internet connections, lack of access is no longer a major concern for potential teacher users (4).
BioEd Online was established in 2004, as a
resource for biologists making a career transition, via alternative certiﬁcation, to secondary
school science teaching. The site proved useful
and was expanded to serve a wider audience,
including all life-science teachers, undergrad-

Center for Educational Outreach, Baylor College of Medicine, One Baylor Plaza, Houston, TX 77030, USA.
*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
www.sciencemag.org/special/spore/. †Author for correspondence. E-mail: nmoreno@bcm.edu.
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Video lesson demonstrations
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Science lessons by
grade level and topic
Resources for use with students
(photos, videos, text)

uate faculty, home-schooling families, and
the general public. BioEd Online enables an
instructor to learn about a topic such as light
microscopy, to download a related lesson, and
watch a demonstration on how to teach the
lesson, all within a single Web site.
BioEd Online’s asynchronous (any time,
anywhere) approach allows large numbers
of users to select and access speciﬁc online
information and resources that meet their
own immediate needs (see table, above). For
example, a chemistry teacher recently reassigned to teach introductory biology might
want to complete a short course on classical genetics. Another teacher might seek
fresh ideas on the concept of “calorie” for
tomorrow’s lesson. We have made a deliberate effort to provide learner-speciﬁc information at the moment it is needed.
Recognizing the need to support science
instruction in earlier grades, BCM launched
a sister site, called K8 Science, in 2007. Both
sites now offer a wide variety of materials that
help teachers deepen their expertise and teach
in ways that promote students’ use of scientiﬁc evidence, engagement in scientiﬁc discourse, development of science knowledge,
and excitement about science. For example,
a K8 science lesson comparing the behavior
of water drops and oil drops helps students
understand water chemistry. Before conduct-
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ing that lesson, teachers can review related
concepts with a short course on the site.
Content on both sites is guided by an editorial board with diverse scientiﬁc and educational expertise. New resources are reviewed
by at least two editors for content and educational appropriateness. Specialized reviewers
are recruited as needed. Site content includes
more than 80 streaming video presentations
of current science information, instructional
strategies, and lesson demonstrations; 785
downloadable PowerPoint slides with notes;
biology news; podcasts; online courses; and
discussion forums. Content is organized by
resource type, and, where appropriate, by
topic and grade. Some materials are indexed
for multiple grades, and also may be incorporated into courses or units.
BioEd Online and K8 Science were
accessed by more than 1.5 million users during the past year, and the numbers continue
to grow. During a typical 30-day period (20
September to 21 October 2009) the sites
received 162,400 active visitors (5400 per
day), who viewed 594,000 pages and downloaded 16,620 lessons and related ﬁles (5).
Because teachers access the sites through
different Internet service providers, it is not
possible to document how many users are
in schools. However, the number of lesson
downloads suggests that teachers are using
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Partnerships expand the breadth and depth
of resources on BioEd Online and K8 Science.
Members of several BCM departments have
provided presentations, content for courses,
or editorial review. Partnerships with Nature
and EarthSky Communications have allowed
us to make content written for general or scientiﬁc audiences more useful to teachers by
linking it to education standards and lessons.
We are collaborating with the Houston Independent School District to enhance a yearround, face-to-face elementary teacher professional development program with customized online science content and lessons. The
Web-based resources are matched, by grade
level and topic (such as “magnets” or “animal
behavior”), to the district’s entire elementary
school curriculum.
The most comprehensive offering thus far
on BioEd Online is Genes, Health, and Society, a complete asynchronous course designed
for high school teachers and undergraduate
students. It covers a range of genetics topics,
including biomedical applications
of genomics. The course’s first
module was piloted with 28 undergraduate “pre-med” majors, 27
of whom reported that they were
either “satisfied” or “very satisﬁed” with the overall experience.
Learning gains demonstrated by
students on matched before-andafter multiple-choice assessments
were statistically signiﬁcant. We
are using the Genes, Health, and
Society model to develop courses
for teachers on cell and molecular biology and physical science,
The Butterﬂies in Space project. A recently emerged Painted earth and space sciences, and
Lady butterﬂy spreads its wings on the International Space Station, environmental health science.
The challenges facing the U.S.
amid specks of ﬂoating waste. BioEd Online disseminated related
teaching materials and photos to classrooms around the world.
science education community are
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of national importance. How do we bolster the
science knowledge and teaching skills of thousands of teachers, each with unique professional development and classroom teaching
needs? How do we accommodate multifarious local requirements for curriculum, content, and resources? And how do we address
these issues in cost- and time-efﬁcient ways?
Online approaches are not the only answer to
our nation’s science education challenges, but
they represent an important strategy for our
collective response as a science community.
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the sites. About 63% of users are identiﬁable
as from the United States.
BioEd Online and K8 Science offer a
growing number (over 120) of free downloadable (PDF) lessons and science inquiry
modules developed by BCM educators and
scientists for use with students. Most of these
teaching materials were produced by federally funded curriculum development projects
and ﬁeld-tested in schools with teachers and
groups of 150 to more than 1000 students.
In recent ﬁeld tests, students instructed by
teachers using BCM-developed lessons
showed statistically signiﬁcant increases in
science content knowledge, as compared
with students in similar classroom settings
who were not instructed by teachers using
the materials (6, 7).
Web-based dissemination reaches large
audiences at lower cost and enables rapid
distribution of programs and products. This
efﬁciency contributed to the success of the
Butterﬂies in Space project, a collaboration
of BioServe Space Technologies (University
of Colorado), BCM, the U.S. National Space
Biomedical Research Institute, and the U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (see the ﬁgure, below). Lesson materials, photos, and videos of Painted
Lady butterﬂies living on the International
Space Station during November and December 2009 were posted on BioEd Online and
K8 Science. Students were able to access
this content in near real time and then design
their own experiments to compare spacebased organisms with specimens living in
their own classrooms. Close to 2900 teachers
(representing 172,000 students in 23 countries) registered their classes to participate in
the project, which offered a ﬁrst-hand view
of the butterﬂies’ life cycle and attempts to
ﬂy in microgravity.
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The ChemCollective—Virtual Labs
for Introductory Chemistry Courses
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hemistry concepts are abstract and
can be difﬁcult to attach to real-world
experiences. For this reason, highschool and college chemistry courses focus
on a concrete set of problem types that have
become canonized in textbooks and standard exams. These problem types emphasize
development of the core notational and computational tools of chemistry. Even though
these tools may form the underlying procedural knowledge base from which the “real
stuff ” can be approached, when taught out of
contexts that show their utility or that draw
connections to core ideas of science, they can
appear as a disconnected bag of tricks (1).
The ChemCollective (www.chemcollective.
org) is a digital library of online activities for
general chemistry instruction that engages
students in more authentic problem-solving
activities than those found in most textbooks.
Our goal is to create activities that allow students to use their chemistry knowledge in
ways that resemble the activities of practicing
chemists. Our guiding hypothesis is that better
conceptual understanding is obtained if algebraic computations are complemented with
design and interpretation of experiments. This
is achieved through the ChemCollective “Virtual Lab,” which allows students to design and
carry out their own experiments while experiencing representations of chemistry that go
beyond what is possible in a physical laboratory. The goal is not to replace, or even to
emulate, the physical laboratory, but to supplement textbook problem-solving by connecting abstract concepts to experiments and
real-world applications. We believe that such
authentic activities may improve learning and
may better help to bring the essence of science
into the introductory chemistry classroom.
In the virtual lab (see the ﬁgure, right), the
panel on the left is a customizable stockroom
of chemical reagents, which may include
common reagents or ﬁctional materials that
have properties speciﬁed by the instructor.
The middle work space provides an area for

performing experiments. The right panel provides multiple representations of the contents
of the selected solution, including the temperature and pH, and a list of chemical species with amounts shown as moles, grams,
or molar concentrations. These quantities are
the players in the computational procedures
of the course, and so this panel provides an
explicit link between the paper-and-pencil
calculations of the traditional course and the
chemical experiments the student performs
on the workbench.
The virtual lab supports new forms of
problem-solving. Consider how the concept
of limiting reagents in a reaction is usually
taught. A student’s practice with this concept
typically centers around learning a standard
computational procedure for predicting the
ﬁnal amount of chemical reagents, given the
initial amounts. Our “unknown reaction” virtual lab activity provides a different mode of
practice. Students are given four unknown
chemicals (A, B, C, and D) and asked to
design and perform experiments to determine
the reactions between them (i.e., A + 2C →
3B + D). We found that roughly 50% of students in our course (363 of 647 students over
a 4-year period) misinterpreted the results
of their experiments in a way that revealed

fundamental conceptual misunderstandings.
When these students mixed A with C and
found that A remained in the solution, they
concluded that A is a product of the reaction,
as opposed to leftover reactant, and wrote
an equation such as A + C → B + D + A, in
which A is both a reactant and product.
This group of students has high proﬁciency
in limiting-reagent calculations, as each was
required to achieve a score greater than 85%
on a mastery exam of stoichiometry before
enrolling in the class. Therefore, this result
indicates that it is possible to be proﬁcient in
the algebraic procedure while still missing
core aspects of the underlying concept. The
virtual lab provided immediate feedback that
explained the conceptual aspects of this error
and allowed the student to answer the question again.
Virtual lab activities also challenge students to move beyond problem-solving strategies that are effective for completing homework but may not support deeper conceptual
learning. For instance, we gave students stock
solutions of two reactants and asked them to
design and carry out an experiment to measure the enthalpy of their reaction. In this
case, the experimental design is fairly simple: Mix known amounts of stock solutions
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The ChemCollective virtual lab. A java applet that allows students to design and carry out their own
experiments (www.chemcollective.org).
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together and measure the temperature change
of the resulting mixture. We were surprised
to find that students struggled much more
with the virtual lab problem than the textbook
problems. Our student observations suggest
that, as in physics, students solve the textbook
problems through a means-ends analysis that
provides a powerful, but potentially superﬁcial, approach to such word problems (2). In
means-ends analysis, the problem statement
is ﬁrst analyzed for given and unknown quantities, and algebraic relations are then sought
that can link the givens to the unknowns. In
contrast, a problem posed in the virtual lab
cannot be approached by this strategy, because
the student must decide what information to
generate to achieve the desired goal.
Analysis of a full-semester lecture course
(177 students) showed that homework using
the virtual lab with real-world scenarios contributes signiﬁcantly to learning (3). A structural equation model that predicts 48% of
the total variance in students’ overall course
achievement showed that the virtual lab
homework accounts for 24% of the total
variance in course achievement. Virtual lab
homework scores were not predicted by what
the students knew before the course began
(pretest scores), which suggests that even students with weaker backgrounds found opportunities to learn.
In an online course that we developed
on stoichiometry, engagement with the virtual lab, as indicated by number of virtual
lab manipulations, was the best predictor
of posttest performance (as compared with
overall time in the online environment, Scholastic Aptitude Test score, and gender), even
though the ﬁnal assessments were traditional
stoichiometric calculations (4).
We chose to develop online homework to
ease integration into undergraduate courses.
Most instructors feel personal ownership of
their lectures, and physical labs are difﬁcult
to modify because of practical and economic
constraints. However, instructors often assign
textbook problems as homework, making
a collection of online homework that substitutes for part of these textbook assignments a viable strategy for shifting toward an
improved instructional approach.
The virtual lab allows others to develop
problem scenarios. Of the 117 virtual labs in
the current collection, 56 were contributed
by 11 different groups in the user community. Contributions include both instructional
materials and translations to other languages,
and they come from instructors at universities, community colleges, and high schools. A
broad author base helps ensure that activities
meet the needs of diverse classrooms, includ-
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ing laboratory courses where virtual activities have been used as
prelaboratory assignments and to
teach the relation between laboratory procedure and measurement
precision (5). Because the software is freely distributed at our
exhibit booth at conferences and
via our Web site, usage is not fully
monitored, but the virtual lab was
run more than 100,000 times from
ChemCollective members. From left to right: Michael Karour Web site last year and downabinos, James Greeno, David Yaron, and Gaea Leinhardt
loaded over 25,000 times.
We continue to add activities
David Yaron is an associate professor of chemistry at
and topics, including a number of
Carnegie Mellon. In 1998, he began development of
scenario-based learning activities
the virtual lab with Donovan Lange, who was then an
that embed chemistry concepts
undergraduate student in computer science. Donovan
in real-world contexts so as to
has since moved to Microsoft, where he is a software
design engineer. Michael Karabinos joined the project
highlight the utility of chemistry
in 2000 and oversees curriculum development and
to bigger problems in everyday
community support for the ChemCollective. Also in
science or the broader scientiﬁc
2000, Gaea Leinhardt, a professor of education at the
enterprise (6). One such activity
University of Pittsburgh, began working on the design
is Mixed Reception, which allows
and implementation of studies on how students learn
students to use concepts covered
with the virtual lab and the other online resources in
early in a high-school course to
the ChemCollective. In 2006, the ChemCollective began
solve a murder that occurs in
collaborating with James Greeno on analysis of what
a research group whose work
makes certain chemistry concepts particularly challenging
focuses on synthesis of an antito learn and on instructional approaches that can help
students reach better understandings. James is also a
toxin for spider bites.
professor of education at the University of Pittsburgh.
The ChemCollective’s growing collection of tutorials, which
combine instruction on key concepts with practice activities, is being devel- ates the opportunity to reconceptualize the set
oped in collaboration with Carnegie Mel- of activities in a way that better conveys the
lon’s Open Learning Initiative. These tutori- power and beauty of chemistry to the large
als focus on core concepts that are powerful student populations enrolled in our introducfor reasoning about chemistry but difﬁcult to tory courses (9).
learn. For example, our analysis of the ways in
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Using Video to Build Learning
Contexts Online

An online course takes a systems approach to
teaching Environmental Science.

Matthew H. Schneps,1† Alex Griswold,1 Nancy Finkelstein,1 Michele McLeod,2
Daniel P. Schrag3
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I

n recent years, the number of online
courses has shown explosive growth,
which has allowed students to participate in opportunities for higher education
while eliminating the traditional constraints
of scheduling, cost, and location. The Science Media Group at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics has contributed
to this growth by investigating how to make
effective use of video-based materials to convey difﬁcult ideas in science. One of our most
recent productions, created in partnership
with Annenberg Media, is a series of online
course materials on environmental science.
A course designed to improve environmental science literacy for all adult learners and to
serve the professional development needs of
high school science teachers, The Habitable
Planet: A Systems Approach to Environmental Science (www.learner.org/courses/envsci/)
provides a road map to current environmental
science issues. The course considers the Earth
in a planetary context, one in which large geochemical cycles and transfers of energy in the
atmosphere and ocean shape the habitat in
which we live. The content for the course was
developed by our colleagues at the Harvard
University Center for the Environment, in collaboration with many world leaders in the ﬁeld
of environmental science. All course materials are offered without charge by Annenberg
Media, via learner.org, a Web site offering a
large collection of multimedia resources for
students, teachers, and adult learners.
The conceptual backbone of the course
consists of 13 units that cover key ideas in
environmental science. Faculty from different ﬁelds in environmental science speciﬁed
the scientiﬁc content and then closely edited
several rounds of drafts written by a journalist with expertise in environmental science,
which allowed us tap into knowledge at the
1
Laboratory for Visual Learning, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA. 2Annenberg Media, Washington, DC 20004, USA. 3Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Harvard University Center for
the Environment, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.
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frontiers of environmental science from more than a dozen
individuals, but to maintain
a consistent voice in the ﬁnal
product. A carefully crafted
Web navigation system allows
users to browse the content
in whatever order suits their
needs and to access its diverse
components (which include
text, video, interactive laboratories, animations, and graphics) (see the photo, right) from The Habitable Planet online Environmental Science course. Topics
anywhere within the course.
addressed include research on factors that affect ecosystems, such as
Online instruction has been the effects that an oil spill off of the island of Tobago in the Caribbean
part of science educators’ pro- Sea (July 1979 to March 1980) had on the distant coral reefs and manfessional lexicon for but a few grove ecosystems in Panama.
decades, and our understanding of how to use this medium effectively is challenges may only be exacerbated in online
rapidly changing. One lesson our group has settings where student-teacher interactions
learned is that using this medium to teach are often curtailed.
for understanding can be extraordinarily difOne of the reasons science learning may
ﬁcult. Our foray into this ﬁeld began with A be difﬁcult is that there is a conceit implicit
Private Universe (1), a video famous for its in the traditional approach to instruction that
scenes of Harvard graduates struggling with conﬂicts with the way we make sense of sci“simple” concepts in science (e.g., the causes entiﬁc ideas. All too often instruction assumes
of the seasons). This video, together with the that students build knowledge sequentially,
online courses we developed as part of the from one prerequisite idea to the next, in a
Private Universe Projects in Science (2) and linear, hierarchical manner that mirrors the
Mathematics (3), demonstrates that, even design of traditional textbooks and lectures.
under the best of circumstances, students all In real life, however, we tend to advance our
too often fail to adopt the scientiﬁc under- understanding through a process that is much
standing intended by the instructor. Such more haphazard and stochastic. Our knowledge builds from conﬂicting ideas
(often only partially formed) that
we weigh, one against the other, so
that the understanding that emerges
is the weighted sum of probabilistic beliefs. Thus, while the traditional approach to instruction presents ideas in a linear progression, we
make sense of this material through
a process that is much more malleable and ﬂuid and is subject to many
more inﬂuences than we currently
understand or acknowledge.
This process of nonlinear reasonThe scientiﬁc process is difﬁcult to convey by words alone.
A video in The Habitable Planet shows scientists working with ing, inherent in science, mirrors how
the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute measuring seed- the human brain makes meaning
lings to study changes in species diversity in the rainforest of from sensory inputs. For example,
Panama.
our eyes perceive the world as being
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stable and connected, despite the fact that
our vision is interrupted by dramatic shifts
in gaze direction that alter the visual aspect
of the scene presented to the brain (4). Furthermore, although we imagine we see the
world to be sharp and detailed everywhere,
in reality only a very small patch in our vision
(roughly 2° across) perceives the world at
the level of clarity matching our beliefs (5).
It is remarkable that, despite the fact that our
senses present only an imperfect sample of
information to our brain, the world we believe
we see is detailed and contiguous. Clues as
to why this is the case can be found in the
literature on visual attention (6), which suggests that information that is sampled peripherally is augmented by higher-order conceptual frameworks, built from experience, that
act to ﬁll in detail missing in our senses (7).
Even at the level of perception, our brains
appear to be wired so as to resolve ambiguity—actively ﬁlling in detail with information that is peripherally observed— to build
an understanding that is consistent with our
experience.
The Habitable Planet gives an overview
of the Earth’s systems—geophysical, atmospheric, and oceanic systems, as well as
ecosystems—as they exist independently of
human inﬂuence. It builds on this theoretical
presentation through the inclusion of videos
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that extend the text to tell stories of scientists
engaged in cutting-edge research. These case
studies afford students an opportunity to tag
along on virtual visits to the ﬁeld or to the
research laboratory, to expose them to a level
of “messy” peripheral detail we feel is essential for learning (8). The videos deﬁne a broad
(often visual) context that serves as counterpoint to the linear structure deﬁned by the
narrative text, to help learners make sense of
ideas they may only partially understand (see
the photo on page 1119, bottom).
One compelling video depicts the process a glaciologist uses to gather evidence of
changes in global temperatures across geologic time and shows how a team drills deep
into tropical glaciers to extract ice cores holding the history of atmospheric conditions over
centuries. The video shows how scientists
take ice from the drill tubes, sort and label it,
and then slice it to analyze samples for isotopic signatures of temperature change.
Voice-over commentary serves to move
the video’s linear narrative forward. At the
same time, the video also provides a great deal
of other more amorphous content, to quickly
paint a broad picture of the experimental process at a level of detail that would be difﬁcult,
if not impossible, to convey in words. In the
example of the video on glacial ice cores, we
see what controls the scientists use to prevent
contamination of their samples, and even get
an appreciation of the temperatures involved
by observing the brittleness of the ice as it is
cut, all without any need for explicit exposition. In this way, the videos help advance the
learners’ understanding through a process
that is more stochastic than what is possible
in a traditional treatment, such as what a textbook or lecture might offer alone.
An important reason, perhaps intangible
to the user, that the videos are so effective is
that they were produced through a collaborative process between the faculty responsible
for the text and the producers responsible for
the video. Discussions between the two led
to the selection of the subjects for the videos,
and continued interaction ensured that the
videos addressed key ideas vital to the learning goals of the course. The resulting programs, presented as case studies, put a human
face to the research and provide a close-up
look at the methodologies underlying the
science, while offering a panoramic view
of the frontiers of environmental research
as it appears today. Topics range from how
air samples obtained from around the globe
document the rise in atmospheric CO2 concentrations to how observations of wolves in
Yellowstone demonstrate that changes in a
single species alter the distribution of plants
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and animals across the food web. The videos
depict subjects of pressing concern (biodiversity, water and energy resources, overﬁshing,
and climate change) by focusing on essential
questions whose answers are not yet known,
to show how scientiﬁc teams, driven by a passion for knowledge, collect their data and
carry out research.
The Habitable Planet supplements the
instruction provided through text and video
with interactive laboratory simulations that
challenge users to systematically experiment
with models of environmental systems. These
interactive laboratories simulate systemic
trade-offs, such as predator-prey relations or
the impact of energy on atmospheric CO2. In
addition, the course includes a professional
development guide to assist those using the
course for teacher education.
Our course in Environmental Science has
so far proved extremely popular, and in February 2010 alone, its Web site recorded more
than 200,000 page views. Our plans are to
extend these developments in our next course
offering (to be released in 2010), Physics for
the 21st Century, which will help undergraduates learn about ideas such as dark energy
and black holes, ideas that occupy the interests of physicists working today. We will follow this with a course on Learning and the
Brain (to be released in 2011). This course,
targeting preservice and in-service teachers,
will examine how an understanding of cognitive processes in the brain can inform teaching—ideas we ourselves hope to apply in our
design to thus reﬁne our models for effective
online instruction.
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Resources for Anyone
Interested in the Brain

Games, information, and discussions
with scientists bring neuroscience
knowledge to all hands.

Eric H. Chudler

T

he high incidence of neurological and
mental illness in our society makes it
likely that children will know someone who has been affected by a disease or
disorder of the nervous system. For example,
50 million people in the United States are
affected by neurological illnesses and it costs
more than $460 billion to treat these individuals (1). The high economic and emotional
costs of these disorders make it imperative
that we understand the implications of these
issues and communicate this to the public, as
a knowledgeable public can make healthier
life-style choices that may reduce the burden
of these conditions. Moreover, a scienceliterate electorate may support and advocate
for biomedical research.
With these issues in mind, the “Neuroscience for Kids” Web site (http://faculty.
washington.edu/chudler/neurok.html) was
created in 1997 with the primary goal to
help children, adolescents, teenagers, and
their teachers learn about the nervous system. Neuroscience for Kids was initiated
with development of the Web site and evaluation of the Web site’s efﬁcacy in changing attitudes about science and increasing
knowledge about neuroscience. Although the
title of the site includes the word “Kids,” the
resource can be used by the general public as
an introduction to the ﬁeld of neuroscience.
Early construction of the Web site was a
collaborative effort between research neuroscientists and middle school science teachers.
Scientists translated recent research papers
into simple language or provided ideas for
experiments, activities, and demonstrations.
Middle school teachers reviewed this work to
ensure readability, style, and content before
the material was made public. Teachers also
wrote articles, lesson plans, and experiments
that were reviewed by researchers for scientiﬁc accuracy. Care has been taken to align
the materials with the AAAS Benchmarks for
Science Literacy (2) to increase the acceptance of the resource by classroom teachers
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(3). The goal has been to develop a storehouse
of materials to motivate precollege students
to learn more about science.
Neuroscience for Kids has always been
focused on content rather than on the latest
browser enhancements. This approach was
taken because students and teachers are often
prohibited from downloading software from
the Internet onto school or personal computers. Since its inception, Neuroscience for Kids
has undergone substantial changes to improve
its navigation and visual appeal. Since 2002,
videos have been added to the site, including the BrainWorks television program (4)
and Flash animations to illustrate concepts.
Nevertheless, it is impossible to please everyone, and the extensive depth of the site sometimes makes materials difﬁcult to ﬁnd.
The content-rich environment of Neuroscience for Kids offers users hundreds
of individual Web pages to explore at their
own pace as they learn about neuroscience.
The resource can be used for research; students and teachers can ﬁnd basic information
about neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neuropharmacology, the senses, sleep, mental
and neurological illness, neuroscience meth-

ods, blood supply, and language. Visitors can
interact with online activities and demonstrations illustrating a variety of neuroscientiﬁc
concepts. For example, a set of interactive
visual illusions allows students to manipulate ﬁgures and background images as they
explore their own perceptions (http://faculty.
washington.edu/chudler/chvision.html).
Many students use Neuroscience for Kids
to locate ideas for local and regional science
fairs. In addition to providing science fair
project ideas, the Web site has suggestions
and best practices for the development of
project hypotheses, data collection, data analysis, and visual displays.
A unique feature of Neuroscience for Kids
is the “Neuroscientist Network” that consists
of a group of 19 neuroscientists from different institutions. Through e-mail, students and
teachers can ask these neuroscientists questions about neuroanatomy, neurophysiology,
the educational requirements to become a
neuroscientist, and careers in neuroscience.
Responses are sent back through personal
e-mail messages and posted to the Web site
for others to read.
Ofﬂine games, demonstrations, and quizzes permit users to learn in an entertaining
environment and to extend their learning
beyond the Web site. Many of the activities
and demonstrations include open-ended questions that encourage students to perform their
own experiments. For example, in an activity
using Benham disks, students are presented
with classic pattern designs, but are then
asked to view the patterns in different lighting conditions, to change the pattern design,
and to spin the disks in different directions
and speeds. These investigations are designed
to help students inquire independently or in
groups and to develop their own hypotheses
about what they experience.
Students and teachers can also send free
neuroscience-related postcards by e-mail (see
the ﬁgure on page 1649) or request a monthly,
electronic Neuroscience for Kids newsletter.
The newsletter is sent to about 9600 people
(students, teachers, school administrators, and
scientists) with information about new additions to the Web site. It also includes upcoming events, such as television programs and
museum exhibits, book reviews, interesting
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trivia about the brain, and curestablished by the Society for
rent popular magazine articles
Neuroscience, are other examabout the nervous system.
ples that recognize senior and
The effectiveness of Neujunior faculty members, and
roscience for Kids for changpre- and postdoctoral trainees
ing student attitudes about
who contribute to public eduscience and for improving
cation. To succeed in shifting
neuroscience content knowlthe culture of academia to be
edge was evaluated by dismore welcoming of public
tributing the Web site (on
education will require ﬁnancompact disk) and pre- and
cial and administrative suppost-use questionnaires to 52
port from the top levels of
teachers and about 3794 midacademic institutions. Sciendle school students in public
tists have many opportunities
and private schools across the
for community engagement.
United States. Analysis of the
For example, through Brain
Postcard jigsaw puzzle. A partially completed jigsaw puzzle of a midsagittal section
responses from students demAwareness Week (BAW), an
of the human brain. Users piece together the puzzle and then can send an e-mail link
onstrated that student content
international campaign estabto the puzzle to others.
knowledge about neuroscilished and supported by the
ence concepts improved signiﬁcantly after other informal learning experiences in addi- DANA Alliance for Brain Initiatives and the
the use of Neuroscience for Kids, but stu- tion to online resources affect students’ con- Society for Neuroscience to celebrate educadent attitudes toward science, as measured tent knowledge and attitudes about science.
tion and outreach about the brain, researchers
with the Scientiﬁc Attitude Inventory SAI II
Neuroscience for Kids has been accessed visit neighborhood schools, invite students
(5) remained unchanged (6). Further studies by people from more than 150 different into laboratories, and present public lectures
are warranted to determine how classroom countries. About 150 million files (e.g., (see the ﬁgure on page 1648). Over the course
visits by scientists, laboratory tours, and Web pages, PDFs, graphics, animations, of its 15-year history, BAW has involved
Flash applications) and 770 GB of informa- 2600 partners (i.e., universities, kindergarten
tion are downloaded from the Web site each through 12th-grade schools, hospitals, patient
About Dr. Chudler
year. Portions of the Web site have been support groups, museums, government agentranslated into Spanish, Slovene, Chinese, cies, service organizations, and professional
Portuguese, Italian, Korean, Dutch, Japa- associations) in 76 countries (9).
nese, and Turkish, and materials translated
Neuroscience for Kids seeks to spark
into Arabic, Hebrew, and Hindi are planned curiosity about science in young students
for 2010. Neuroscience for Kids is ranked and to encourage them to pursue careers in
highly in both Google and Yahoo search neuroscience. Concerted efforts by scienengines: For example, the search term “neu- tists, educators, administrators, and parents
roscience” results in hits to Neuroscience may entice young scholars into the mysterfor Kids pages in two of the top 10 returns ies of the nervous system, teach them to ask
in Google and one of the top 25 returns in questions, and give them the conﬁdence to
Yahoo; “brain” results in the 11th return in a seek answers.
Google search (7).
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A

s the global economy increasingly
demands an educated workforce,
school systems in the United States
and abroad ﬁnd themselves overwhelmed by
student demand. Particularly in the developing world, there are not enough seats in classrooms with qualiﬁed teachers to make highquality education opportunities available to
every student. In places ranging from China
to India to Turkey, only a small percentage
of qualiﬁed students are accepted into university programs, especially those in science
and technology ﬁelds. Existing institutions
are under enormous pressure, and the needs
of talented and motivated learners are not
being met. Making headway against these
formidable challenges will require rethinking traditional educational approaches and
will call for the use of innovative technologies to scale up global capacity for providing
high-quality education.
In 2000, a faculty committee at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) was
charged with answering two questions: How
will the Internet change education? and What
should MIT do about it? Many of the Institute’s peers were already launching distancelearning ventures, and it was expected that this
committee would propose a similar endeavor.
Instead, after a summer spent studying options,
the committee came forward with a startling
proposal. Rather than using the Internet to
make money through distance learning, MIT
should simply take the core academic materials already created on campus—the syllabi,
lecture notes, assignments, and exams—and
share them with the world. This suggestion
seemed counterintuitive, given the prevailing
direction of U.S. higher education at the time,
but the proﬁtability of distance learning was
unclear, and the committee’s proposal was far
more consistent with MIT’s mission to disseminate knowledge. To facilitate use of this
content, they proposed publishing the materials using open licenses like those that had
allowed open-source software to ﬂourish (1).
MIT OpenCourseWare, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA.
*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
www.sciencemag.org/special/spore/. Author for correspondence. E-mail: cec@mit.edu

Ten years later, MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW), available at
http://ocw.mit.edu, contains the core
academic content used in ~2000
classes, presenting substantially all
the undergraduate and graduate curriculum from MIT’s 33 academic
departments. A selection of courses,
including introductory physics,
math, and engineering, contain full
video lectures. Partner organizations have created more than 800
translations of OCW courses in ﬁve
languages. The OCW team has distributed over 200 copies of the entire
Web site on hard drives primarily to
sub-Saharan Africa, where Internet
access is limited. OCW has grown Case study. Haitian entrepreneurs used OCW to bring
into a global educational resource.
solar-powered streetlights to Cité Soleil, one of Haiti’s poorest
An early challenge for the pro- shantytowns.
gram was to ﬁgure out exactly who
was using the site and how. The committee largely expected to use the site as a supplethat proposed the project imagined it would ment to materials they received in their own
largely be used as a resource for educators classes, a use identiﬁed by 40% of students.
who would download and adapt the materi- Just over 43%, however, indicated that they
als for use in their own classes. Even from the also use OCW for personal learning beyond
beginning, however, it was clear that OCW the scope of their formal studies, and a further
appealed to wider audiences. Early surveys 12% use it as an aid in planning their course
indicated that educators at other universi- of study. Independent learners use OCW in
ties represented about 15% of the audience. a variety of personal (41%) and professional
Students from other universities, another (50%) contexts, including home-schooling
expected audience, made up another 35%. children and keeping up on developments
The largest portion of the visitors, however, in their professional ﬁeld. Sixty-six percent
came from an unanticipated group: 50% of of visitors indicate they are mostly or comvisitors self-identiﬁed as independent learn- pletely successful at meeting their educaers unafﬁliated with a university. Although tional goals for visiting the site.
OCW was not structured as a distance-learnOne example of OCW use is that of Proing program, it became clear that OCW did fessor Triatno Yudo Harjoko, Head of the
support independent learning.
Architecture Department at the University of
OCW currently receives upwards of 1.5 Indonesia. Together with his colleagues, Harmillion visits each month from ~900,000 joko is redesigning their teaching model. Harunique individuals (2). Students have grown joko describes the main goal in this transition
to 42% of the audience, and educators and as “encouraging students to learn by themindependent learners now constitute 9% and selves, and to be both critical and creative.”
43% of visitors, respectively (3). Twelve per- In the redesign process, OCW, to which Harcent of educators responding to a March 2010 joko was introduced by a colleague several
visitor survey indicated that they do incorpo- years ago, has served as an immense comrate OCW materials into their own content as parative database. Rather than directly transanticipated, but educators more frequently use posing OCW syllabi to University of IndoOCW for personal learning (37%), to adopt nesia courses, Harjoko and his colleagues
new teaching methods (18%), and as a refer- have been scrutinizing MIT’s courses to betence for their students (16%). Students were ter understand how they were designed and
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Highlights of Calculus. A series of videos, showing ways in which calculus is important in our lives, are ideal
for high school students, college students, and anyone interested in learning the basics of calculus. View the
videos at http://ocw.mit.edu/high-school/calculus/.

developed. ”We try to understand how the variety of ways. The site is a repository of
courses are formulated,” Harjoko explains, educational resources, a reference for scien“and what the expected outcomes are. This tiﬁc and technical information, an educational
gives us an important perspective on the planning tool, an informal learning space,
learning process.”
and a source of entertainment and inspiration
The impact of OCW also reaches far to millions of people. The site has also generbeyond formal classrooms. Haitian natives ated signiﬁcant beneﬁt for the existing MIT
Jean-Ronel Noel and Alex Georges provide community with more than 90% of students,
an example of the many unanticipated ways 84% of faculty, and 50% of alumni accessing
OCW is generating beneﬁt. Noel and Georges the site for a range of academic purposes. In
planned to create solar panels to power light- addition, more than a third of incoming freshing to serve the needs of their country, but in man who knew of the site before choosing
their research and development process, they their school say OCW positively inﬂuenced
required guidance in electrical engineering. their decision to attend MIT.
Noel found the needed help though OCW. “I
This variety of uses, however, presents
was able to use OCW to learn the principles the greatest challenges in developing a
of integrated circuits. It was much better than vision for the next phase of OCW’s develany other information I found on the Inter- opment. Although MIT will continue to
net.” Today their company, Enersa, has made publish materials from new courses and to
a difference in their community by training update materials from previously published
and employing 18 people of Cité Soleil and courses, the OCW team is actively seeking
has made a positive impact on the environ- new ways to expand the project’s global benment by making solar-powered LED
lighting available in almost 60 HaiAbout the Authors
tian towns and remote villages (see
the ﬁrst ﬁgure).
Perhaps more signiﬁcant than the
direct impact of the site is the global
OCW movement MIT helped launch.
More than 200 universities worldwide have joined MIT in sharing their
own educational materials openly,
creating a global body of knowledge that spans many cultures and
academic levels. More than 13,000
courses from these schools are availKate James is executive director of OCW. Cecilia
able through the OpenCourseWare
d’Oliveira is senior manager, User Experience for
Consortium portal (http://ocwconOCW. Stephen Carson is OCW’s external relations
sortium.org) (4).
director, and serves as president of the OCW ConsorMIT has been very successful at
tium board. Jeff Lazarus is a special adviser to OCW.
attracting a large global audience that
uses the OCW materials in a wide
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eﬁt. In 2007, OCW introduced a companion
site, Highlights for High School (http://ocw.
mit.edu/highschool), which catalogs more
than 2600 resources embedded in the main
OCW site that correspond to U.S. Advanced
Placement curricula for physics, calculus,
and biology (see the second figure). The
Highlights site has received more than 1
million visits since launch, and 70% of visitors report being mostly or completely successful at meeting their educational goals in
accessing the site.
This fall, OCW will begin to introduce
course materials designed speciﬁcally for
use by independent learners, which will
include complete sets of content, increased
focus on problem-solving, and additional
self-assessment opportunities. Through
these and other pilot programs, the OCW
team hopes to develop a better understanding of how to increase the beneﬁts for this
varied global audience.
OCW must also develop a sustainable
funding model. MIT currently covers about
half the cost of OCW publication, and grant
reserves support the rest of the $3.7 million annual budget. As the grant reserves
are depleted, OCW expects to transition to a
model similar to that used by U.S. National
Public Radio, drawing support to complement MIT’s direct contributions from a combination of corporate gifts and underwriting,
visitor donations, major gifts, and additional
grants. In the past year, OCW has received
more than $220,000 in small donations from
thousands of users around the world, indicating that this model has the potential to generate substantial support.
Despite the global use of OCW materials and the widespread adoption of the OCW
model at universities worldwide, we are still
in the early stages of understanding the many
ways these materials are being used to improve
formal and informal learning, and we believe
many opportunities lie ahead for increasing
the impact of OCW materials from MIT and
the many other schools that have chosen to
share their educational resources.
References and Notes
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odern science is advancing at
an unprecedented rate, and the
amount of scientiﬁc data is doubling every year (1). These data have sparked
a revolution in the way astronomy is practiced. No longer are scientists forced to wait
months for access to a telescope to learn
about the night sky; instead, entire research
projects can be accomplished with online
data sources. Representing modern astronomy, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
has made its entire data set available through
an online portal for public use as an educational resource and to invite volunteer contributions to scientiﬁc research.
The SDSS (2, 3) has worked since 1991 to
create a map of the universe and is the astronomy equivalent of the Human Genome Project. The dedicated 2.5-m-diameter telescope
in New Mexico used a 120-megapixel camera
to image more than one-quarter of the entire
night sky, 1.5 square degrees of sky at a time,
about eight times the area of the full Moon,
both inside and outside of the Milky Way, and
has created a three-dimensional (3D) map of
the brightest one million galaxies and quasars. A pair of spectrographs fed by optical
ﬁbers measured spectra of, and hence distances to, more than 600 galaxies and quasars
in a single observation. A custom-designed
set of software pipelines kept pace with the
enormous data ﬂow from the telescope (see
the ﬁrst ﬁgure).
The SDSS’s Web site (www.sdss.org) provides the main access portal to all the information about the project. It contains an introduction to the science enabled by the survey,
such as the discovery of the most distant quasars and the creation of the most detailed map
of the galaxy distribution, as well as a series
of press releases describing key new results.
The SDSS has been successful in generating new scientiﬁc discoveries, including measurements of thousands of asteroids (4), maps
of the complicated merger history of the outer
Milky Way (5), and the ﬁrst detection of the
baryon acoustic peak; a measurement of
how structure formed in the early universe
(6). A search of the Astrophysics Data Sys-

tem (http://adsabs.harvard.edu) shows over
3000 papers with “Sloan Digital Sky Survey” in the title or abstract, resulting in more
than 100,000 citations. The series of discoveries resulting from the SDSS will continue
for many years to come as an extension of the
survey has been implemented.
All data used to make these discoveries,
describing more than 350 million stars and
galaxies, are available to students, teachers,
and the public through the SDSS’s SkyServer
database and its Web-based interface (http://
skyserver.sdss.org). The site includes many
different tools for visually exploring and
searching the data. The Navigate tool allows
users to navigate through the sky in a Mapquest-like interface. Users can pan through
the sky, zoom in and out, and click on stars
and galaxies for more information, such
as that star’s or galaxy’s position in the sky
and its magnitude (brightness). Links to the
“Quick Look” and “Explore” tools from the
Navigate tool allow users to examine complete SDSS data on any object. The images
used by these tools were built from the 2.5
trillion pixels of original raw data.
The Search Form tool has a more traditional approach; users select from a series of
menus to search the database. For example,
users can search for stars at a given position
in the sky, or they can search for galaxies

brighter than a certain limit. Users can also
enter queries to the database in Structured
Query Language directly, which allows more
ﬂexible and sophisticated searches.
SkyServer also has a multiuser collaborative environment, called CasJobs (http://casjobs.sdss.org/casjobs), which enables users
to launch extensive analyses. Users can store
and share their (sometimes very large) intermediate results on the SDSS server and also
form efﬁcient collaborations. CasJobs also
makes automatic notes on the ad hoc analysis steps the users performed, which can later
be recalled. Much of the technical descriptions and facts about the SDSS and the data
presented are closely linked to the data itself
by an extensive automated documentation
framework that describes the details of the
data, the units, and the links between different data items. This documentation can be
found on both SkyServer and on the SDSS’s
main Web site.
The data and access that SkyServer offers
present an opportunity for students, teachers,
and the public to learn about astronomy and
other sciences. This has implications for the
way students learn about science, as education
research studies show that engagement with
the authentic process of science is a key component of science learning (7, 8). Because of
the expense and paucity of access to the large
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The SDSS is two separate surveys in one. Galaxies are identiﬁed in 2D images (right), then have their distances determined from their spectra to create a 2 billion light-years-deep 3D map (left) where each galaxy
is shown as a single point, its color representing its luminosity.
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Hanny’s Voorwerp. The mass (shown here in purple) is a new class of cosmic object discovered by
a Dutch schoolteacher, an astronomy novice, while
using Galaxy Zoo.

the lesson plans. Web developers also worked
to improve online tools using feedback from
teachers. The projects require extensive use
of the SDSS and various tools for analysis.
All projects are linked to Project 2061 Benchmarks for Science Literacy (10).
SDSS science projects have been used
by high schools, colleges, and self-paced
learners throughout the world. As of 2006,
the projects had registered 297,000 Web
sessions, deﬁned as a continuous stream of
mouse clicks for more than 30 s, equivalent
to providing 47,000 hours of instruction (11).
As of June 2010, the projects have more than
25 million Web hits and more than a million
different individual devices (Internet Protocol addresses) were accessing the data.
Access to SDSS data is not limited to the
SDSS and SkyServer Web sites, however. The
Web service that the Navigate tool is based
on, ImgCutout (12), delivers SDSS data to a
variety of other tools, including Microsoft’s
World Wide Telescope (www.worldwidetelescope.org) and Google Sky (www.google.
com/sky). Both tools allow users to start with
a view of the entire night sky and zoom in to
a speciﬁed object, such as the Eagle Nebula,
and include many other data sources besides
the SDSS.
Another project that SDSS data access has
enabled is a “citizen science” Web site, Galaxy Zoo (www.galaxyzoo.org), where Internet volunteers have classified galaxies on
the basis of their SDSS images (13). Galaxy
Zoo now uses data from the Hubble Space
Telescope. Galaxy Zoo discoveries based on
SDSS data have included a determination of
the relation between the morphology of galaxies and their environment (14) and the obser-

telescopes, telescope time has usually been
reserved for leading scientists, and learners
have largely been excluded from direct and
active engagement with astronomy. But now,
with access to the visual data that SkyServer
offers, anyone with Internet access can interact with the data just as the scientists do.
To help enable the use of scientiﬁc data
in the classroom, SkyServer also features a
series of science projects for middle school,
high school, and college students (9). With
these projects, students can re-create major
discoveries from the history of astronomy:
They can understand why stars have different
colors, can classify stellar spectra, or can create a Hubble diagram to show
that the universe is expanding.
About the Authors
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vation that galaxies close to one another tend
to have aligned spin directions (15). None of
these discoveries would have been possible
without the participation of thousands of Galaxy Zoo volunteers, who have visually classiﬁed over 40 million galaxies, a task too large
for a small number of individuals. Galaxy
Zoo volunteers are also using SDSS data to
conduct their own creative scientiﬁc research.
A comment on the Galaxy Zoo forum by a
Dutch schoolteacher led to the identification of a unique object, Hanny’s Voorwerp,
which proved to be an astronomical object
of unknown nature and remains the object
of active astrophysical research (16) (see the
second ﬁgure). Further investigation on SkyServer by volunteers led to the discovery of a
new class of star-forming galaxies (17).
SkyServer tools allow students, teachers,
and the public to view astronomy data. SkyServer projects allow learners to use these
data to recreate famous discoveries in modern astronomy, such as detecting the expansion of the universe. Other interfaces, such as
Google Sky and World Wide Telescope, permit the public to view SDSS data in relation
to other astronomical data sets. Galaxy Zoo
allows online volunteers to contribute to the
advancement of science. Together, these sites
are tapping into the hunger and enthusiasm of
members of the general public to engage with
scientiﬁc research, and are helping to make
science more democratic.
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Trojan Horse Approach
Case study (My head hurts and I cannot sleep.)

Case provided in slide or page format from the clinic

Clinical and immunology map of the case: Identify concept

Refine case study and gain feedback from the providing clinician

Post on Immunopaedia in a specific format, providing questions and answers,
multiple choice questions, links to unique easy-to-understand immunology
graphics, free access, and worth 3 CME points

Immunology concept and mechanisms

T

o determine how a program for learning immunology could be most useful for clinicians in South Africa, we
consulted with the country’s 20 leading HIVspecialist pediatricians. They told us that
immunology and its underlying concepts
were perceived to be complex and arcane
and that there was a need for immunology to
be better integrated into “real-life” clinical
practice. Most saw immunology as predominantly a laboratory science with little application to clinical practice; this highlighted a
gap between clinical management of patients
and theoretical understanding of the etiology and immunopathogenesis of disease.
We speculated that one of the possible reasons for this perception and knowledge gap
is that immunology is not an independent
discipline within the South African medical
curriculum. Instead, it is diffusely integrated
into disciplines such as pathology or internal
medicine and is not speciﬁcally provided for
during post-degree training.
We initially developed the project Immunopaedia (www.immunopaedia.org) to help
bridge the knowledge gap between laboratory
research and pediatric HIV clinical science.
The rationale for Immunopaedia was based on
the paradox between the void in knowledge of
immunology among HIV infectious disease
clinicians and the need to understand and
treat the HIV epidemic in South Africa. South
Africa has one of the fastest-growing HIV
epidemics with over 5.5 million people living with HIV, many of whom are young children and women (1). The 2008 national population-based surveys estimated HIV prevalence at 16.9% (2). Provision of treatment
and care for such a large population makes
it hard for HIV clinicians to stay informed
about the latest developments in infectious
disease. Immunopaedia was thus created to
provide an easy-to-understand summary of
the effects of HIV infection on the immune
system, which could facilitate improvement

Trojan Horse approach. Immunopaedia uses a case study to lure clinicians into learning immunology.
Shown are the steps followed for each case before posting on the Web site. The case is used to underpin an
immunology concept.

in clinical practice. Immunopaedia has since
progressed to include more general immunology knowledge that is relevant to other disease conditions. We use a clinical case–based
perspective to target interns in multiple clinical specialities. Immunopaedia is an alternative to more advanced online immunology
studies that target the basic-science student
(3). Information and educational materials
are available through open access, and the
site can be used as an adjunct to more formal
courses or as a stand-alone learning tool.
Our main method is what we have termed
the “Trojan Horse” approach. Derived from
the Greek Iliad, “Trojan Horse” has come to
mean any ploy or scheme used to insinuate a
rival into a securely protected stronghold. We
use clinical case studies as our Trojan Horse
to tempt clinicians, most of whom consider
immunology to have little application to clinical needs, to engage with immunological concepts relevant to diagnosis and treatment (see
the ﬁgure, above). We explain the key immunological points related to the cases by means
of a series of graphics.
The Web site consists of three key components: Clinical Cases, Immunology Learning, and Treatment and Diagnostics. At present, 34 clinical cases are available on the site.
In addition to HIV, clinical cases span topics
such as hypersensitivity, tuberculosis (TB)
immunopathology, primary and secondary

immunodeficiencies, drug responses, gastrointestinal disorders, autoimmunity, and
malignancies. Each of our cases is used to
examine an immunological concept that
leads to greater understanding of the human
immune system. For example, a case of a
14-year-old boy presenting with severe hip
pain allowed us to discuss ankylosing spondylitis and to explore the concept of mimicry
and the “arthritogenic peptide” hypothesis.
The case of repeated apnea and infections
in a premature infant allowed us to highlight
“physiological immunodeficiency” caused
by impaired humoral and cellular responses
in premature infants, a situation that leaves
such infants vulnerable to both viral and bacterial pathogens. Another presenting case was
an 8-month-old boy with recurrent infections.
We explored the most likely hypothesis, that
the mother had a primary HIV-1 infection
during pregnancy in the third trimester and
that the child was infected perinatally before
maternal seroconversion. These are real-life
cases, and in the last-mentioned case, as often
in real life, the underlying immunological
problem may not be clear.
Each case discussion provides, in consecutive windows, patient presentation, history, differential diagnosis, examination,
investigations, discussion, treatment, and
a ﬁnal outcome. Related case studies are
cross-referenced. Users then evaluate their
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and critical thinking, as well as
self-guided learning (6).
Immunopaedia also includes
a workshop component as a follow-up to the online material
(see the second ﬁgure). We use
the workshops to evaluate our
new case-study material before
posting it on the Web site, and
our teaching team travels to
medical schools within South
Africa to hold 3-hour sesWorkshop participants evaluate case study material. Partici- sions for medical interns who
pants of workshops come from tertiary teaching hospitals within are specializing in pediatrics,
South Africa and include interns specializing in pediatrics, pathol- pathology, or internal medicine.
ogy, and internal medicine.
The aim of the workshops is to
create greater awareness and
tion, such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent increased use of Immunopaedia as a learning
assays (ELISAs), polymerase chain reactions site for clinical immunology.
(PCRs), and ﬂow cytometry.
The monthly average number of unique
Immunopaedia provides links to other Web users was 320 in 2007; 1518 in 2008; 2326 in
sites that focus on medical and general aspects 2009; and 1723 in 2010 (through June). Since
of HIV, pediatrics, and treatment guidelines. the site ﬁrst went live, we have received a
The design of the Web site is such that the user total of 87,550 visitors, of which 11,520 have
can easily ﬁnd a source of information in the spent more than 5 minutes on the site. Each
form of a case study, a graphic, or a scientiﬁc user who completes a case study earns three
article on speciﬁc immunological conditions. CME points, and in total, we have awarded
In addition, breaking scientiﬁc news on clini- 699 CME points over 3 years. We currently
cal immunology is posted on the home page have 892 registered users.
and is updated daily. Registered
Future directions for Immunopaedia
users are sent a monthly newslet- involve the expansion of our user base to
About the authors
ter that coincides with a monthly include point-of-care clinicians for the ARV
clinical case study posting.
drug roll-out in South Africa. We will use
For the clinical case com- clinical case studies to highlight common
ponent, medical practitioners diagnostic decision points as a mechanism
submit case studies from their to educate clinicians on laboratory tools and
clinics. Our team of clinical and interpretation of results.
immunology experts reviews
Immunopaedia is an immediate source
and modiﬁes these case studies of information for professionals and reprefor presentation on the Web site sents an effective means for learning and dis(see the ﬁrst ﬁgure). The ratio- semination of immunology information. Our
nale behind this approach is that aim is to integrate immunology into clinical
case studies from, or closely options for patient management.
related to, real situations are
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knowledge and understanding of the concepts in the case study by means of questions accompanied by explanations. To earn
the full quota of continuing medical education (CME) points, the user can complete
ﬁve multiple choice questions for each case
study that are freely available but require
log-in information. Integral to our approach
with each case study is the use of clear
graphics to explain the immunological basis
and mechanisms underlying the condition.
The graphics can be downloaded freely as
a PDF and used for ofﬂine reference or for
further teaching tools.
The second key component, Immunology Learning, is divided into three main
areas: “Immunology” (dealing with the
basics), “Childhood Diseases and Vaccinations” (dealing with hypersensitivity reactions and immune reconstitution, for example), and “Infections” (dealing with a range
of infections from rickettsia to GuillainBarré syndrome).
The third key component, Treatment and
Diagnostics, covers information related to TB
and antiretroviral (ARV) drugs, modes of drug
action, the HIV life cycle, and speciﬁc guidelines for treatment. The “Diagnostic Tools”
section provides laboratory assay informa-
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The use of videos allows teachers
teachers to
to tame
tame the
vagaries
vagaries of
of experimentation
experimentation while
while engaging
engaging
students
students in
in the
the process
process of
of physics.
physics.

here is a growing realization that nurturing scientists for the 21st century
requires engaging students in the processes of doing science (1). For students to be
engaged in the process of doing physics, they
need to learn to think like a physicist. Physics
is more than the ﬁnal content that we assess
in a traditional exam. Much of its richness is
the process through which physicists acquire
knowledge and those speciﬁc “habits of mind”
that are necessary to practice physics. For
example, when solving an experimental problem, a physicist needs to decide what features
of the problem are relevant and which features
can be ignored, how to represent the prob-

to college in the process of physics. It contains more than 200 videos of real-life physics experiments that students can view and
analyze as they learn new material, perform
labs, carry out independent projects, or do
homework. Videos allow them to see physical phenomena in real time and then again in
slow motion for data collection. The videos
do not contain tools for quantitative analysis.
Instead, students need to decide themselves
what data to collect and how to collect them.
The goal is to engage students in actions and
decisions similar to those of real physicists by
working with simple experiments.
Physicists observe physical phenom-

patterns. If possible, students can then devise
explanations or mechanisms for these patterns. Next, students can test their explanations by using them to predict the outcomes
of new experiments, through a testing experiment video (sometimes there are multiple
testing experiments), with the goal of ruling out the explanation instead of proving it.
Finally, students can apply their new knowledge to solve real-world problems through
an application experiment video.
Many application experiments are also
reprised in a special section titled “Surprising
data and puzzles.” Each puzzle has a video
that contains two experiments from which a

A screen shot from the “table height” experiment. The orange ball rolls off the table and falls
to the ground. The small metal ball on the right is
attached to a string that is connected to a bar resting on the tabletop. The resulting pendulum swings
back and forth, exhibiting simple harmonic motion.
The length of the pendulum is roughly the height
of the table.

ena, collect data, ﬁnd patterns in the data,
and devise multiple explanations or mechanisms behind the patterns, test those explanations with more experiments, and apply
their theories to solve real-world problems
(4). Although it is a complex and nonlinear process, its logic can be used in physics
instruction. A physics learning system called
Investigative Science Learning Environment
(ISLE) models this process for the students
(4). In ISLE, all experiments that students
encounter can be placed into one of three
categories according to their roles: observational (experiments that are used to generate
explanations), testing (used to test explanations), or application (experimental problems
to solve for which one needs to synthesize
multiple explanations and/or relations). The
video Web site follows this scheme, helping
an instructor form a learning progression that
mirrors the process of doing physics.
To learn a new concept, students can start
with a carefully selected set of observational
experiment videos. They do not make any
predictions of their outcomes before viewing but describe what they see or collect
data. Students then use such representations
as motion diagrams, force diagrams, and ray
diagrams to analyze collected data to ﬁnd

particular quantity can be determined. Students must reconcile different outcomes by
analyzing experimental uncertainties and
theoretical assumptions. For example, one
puzzle requires students to determine the
height of a table in two different ways (see
the ﬁrst ﬁgure). Both experiments use many
of the advantages afforded by a video format—such as the lack of markers, measuring
instruments, and peripheral technology—and
few instructions beyond the statement “ﬁnd
the height of the table in two different ways.”
Students have to decide what to measure,
how to measure it, and what assumptions
to make, while the camera frame helps constrain their attention and focus on the table,
the falling ball, and the swinging pendulum.
Additionally, students can step through the
video frame by frame to measure how long
it took for the orange ball to hit the ﬂoor and
the period of the pendulum’s oscillation, as
both would be difﬁcult to record in real time.
Finally, having the falling ball and the swinging pendulum next to each other encourages
students to compare their two methods. After
ﬁnding that the height results obtained from
the two experiments are not exactly the same,
students can identify and estimate sources of
instrumental uncertainty and then compare

lem in different ways, including mathematical expressions, how to use available equipment to collect necessary data, how to analyze
the data, and how to evaluate the results (2,
3). Investigations are subject to the variability
of experimental conditions and unanticipated
complications. What if we could guide students so that they can make progress in a short
amount of class time, yet still be engaged in
the process of doing physics?
The Rutgers Physics Teaching Technology Resource (http://paer.rutgers.edu/
pt3/) engages students from middle school
Graduate School of Education, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, NJ 08901, USA.
*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
www.sciencemag.org/special/spore/. †Present address:
Department of Physics, Florida International University,
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the two height results taking those uncertainties into account. If the two numbers still do
not match, they may think about sources of
systematic uncertainty and how they might
affect calculations.
“Surprising data” experiments have situations whose outcomes are difﬁcult to predict correctly if one does not examine auxiliary assumptions. These experiments help
students understand the role of assumptions
in physics. For example, a traditional physics projectile problem may admonish students to “ignore air resistance.” Correspondingly, students should predict that a projectile
launched at 30° would ﬂy the same distance
as a projectile launched at the same speed at
60°. However, in one of our testing experiment videos in the “surprising data” section,
a projectile launched at 60° falls roughly 8 cm
shorter than the distance traveled by the same
projectile launched at the same speed at 30°.
Students need to decide if this is just random
variation, or if air resistance has a different
effect on the two projectiles despite student’s
calculations suggesting that both projectiles
should ﬂy the same distance.

To help instructors, the Web site explains
how to use the videos, describes the underlying teaching philosophy, and provides examples of how students can work with the videos. All videos work with any curriculum
and with any textbook and are supported by
questions, all of which allow students to work
independently at their own pace. In addition,
there is a teacher component only available
for registered teachers (registration is free)
and invisible for the students. These pages
explain why a particular experiment is important, how to analyze data, and so forth.
The Rutgers Physics Teaching Technology Resource receives feedback from active
users, which helps illustrate the variety of
ways in which the videos can be adapted
and used in different instructional settings.
A high school teacher from Nebraska uses
some of the videos as an introductory demonstration to stimulate a discussion. For
example, the video titled “David Hits a Ball
so That It Travels in a Circle” leads to a discussion on what type of force is necessary to
achieve circular motion, whereas the “Eugenia on Rollerblades” video usually results in
students bringing in their Rollerblades to do a demonstration
About the authors
for the class. The videos also
support struggling students and
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A series of screen shots of E. Etkina on in-line
skates being pulled by D. Brookes. Students are
asked to observe Eugenia’s motion, draw a motion
diagram, and decide if she is moving at a constant
rate or at an increasing rate.

tially attracts a pith ball toward it. However,
when the two touch, the pith ball is suddenly
repelled. After watching this video, students
need to explain what happened using previously learned physics concepts. Students ﬁrst
talk to their neighbors before discussing the
video as a class. Many students comment
that the videos make things clearer and bring
everything together.
Those who prepare teachers have commented that the Web site allows them to share
many experiments regardless of the amount
of equipment available at schools. In districts
with limited funds, videos become great free
resources. In addition, electrostatics experiments help students observe phenomena
when the weather is not cooperating.
In summary, the Web site allows access to
a rich experimental environment free of cost
and safety concerns. It helps students engage
in practices similar to those of scientists
where they have to make decisions on data
collection and analysis and want to explore
phenomena in slow motion. It simplifies
some of the distracting complexity of realworld experimentation. It can be used to help
students of all ages learn physics in a way that
reﬂects the process of doing physics.
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I. Mendez learns some ant facts from R. Clark (top)
and asks questions during a podcast recording session
(bottom).

than 100 faculty and 240 graduate students.
This pool of expert volunteers—with their
range of experiences, challenges, and scientiﬁc insights—is an immense resource.
Their diverse backgrounds often provide
the perspective needed to resolve contradictions and inadequate answers that pop up in
Web searches.
The Q&A process work begins with a
simple e-mail form. Through an established
work ﬂow, Ask A Biologist receives and distributes questions to volunteer scientists in
the School of Life Sciences and other institutions. This ensures that questions are
directed toward the best possible experts.
It also allows the opportunity for review of
the answer to make sure it is grade appropriate. The form uses a generic e-mail address
that protects volunteers from being overwhelmed by questions. An off-line database
of past questions and answers can be used for
repeat questions. However, off-line materials
usually require modiﬁcations, to address the
grade level of the person submitting the question, and revisions to include the most current
scientiﬁc ﬁndings. Maintaining the database
off-line also keeps outdated information off
the Web, eliminating the possibility that stu-

Teachers, both formal and informal, are
also a key portion of the audience. Instructors of K–12 students can ﬁnd conﬁrmation
or advice about a range of topics in biology.
In some cases, it is unexpected results from
an experiment that send a teacher to Ask A
Biologist for clariﬁcation or advice. Sometimes it’s a complicated topic, such
as whether genetically modiﬁed food
crops affect migrating butterﬂies, that
leads them to the Web site. The addition of the Ask A Biologist podcast
in 2006 gives teachers the ability to
bring scientists’ voices into the classroom to mesh with the day’s lessons.
Parents and grandparents can use the
Web site and podcast program to help
teach their young charges or to satisfy
their own curiosity.
As Ask A Biologist has grown,
its content has also adapted to visitors’ needs. Although search engine
tools have improved and made it
easier to find information, search
engine results often return multiple answers to a question, sometimes with conﬂicting, incorrect, or
out-of-date information. Resolving
these conﬂicts requires more than
a search engine; it takes the human
touch. This is the power of putting
the working scientist in touch with
children and the public. The ASU
Zoom Gallery.
School of Life Sciences houses more

PHOTO CREDITS: PHOTOGRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS/SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES VISUALIZATION LABORATORY

djusting her headphones, f ifthgrader Itzany Mendez carefully
reads through her handwritten list
to select her next interview question. She
ﬁxes Rebecca Clark, a doctoral student in
the School of Life Sciences at Arizona State
University (ASU), with a curious look (see
the ﬁrst ﬁgure). Mendez’s question reﬂects
the perspective and natural observation
skills found in a young scientist: “Why do
ants huddle up like penguins?” she asks.
“That’s a great question,” Clark says, as she
launches into a short discussion of animals
and social groups.
Mendez is one of three ﬁfth-graders gathered in the bright blue- and green-painted
Grass Roots Studio, the recording site for
the Ask A Biologist podcast. These students are winners of the Ask A Biologist
podcast cohost contest, whose high point is
this moment, where they cohost a podcast
of their own and interview an ASU scientist. Along with their parents and teachers,
they have also had tours of laboratories, constructed ant farms from recycled music CD
cases, peered inside leaf cutter colonies to see
carefully tended fungal gardens, discovered
wicked plants, and observed how birds use
their feathers. Most importantly, the students
have discovered what scientists do on a daily
basis, and how they can ﬁll those same shoes.
Mendez’s time with Clark opened the
world of science in a most personal way.
Most online science education portals cannot
achieve this one-on-one exchange and also
scale up to reach millions. However, the Ask
A Biologist Web site (askabiologist.asu.edu)
which hosts the podcast and the podcast contest, has been on this path in multiple forms
since 1997.
Ask A Biologist was originally created
as a vehicle to host an online question-andanswer (Q&A) feature for kids. Since its
inception, the Web site has answered more
than 25,000 queries from students, teachers, and lifelong learners. Users come from
around the globe to ask some of biology’s
most perplexing questions. Why do some
plant leaves turn red or yellow in the winter?
Why are ﬁngers wrinkled after a long bath?

An educational Web site adds new twists
twists
to learning by promoting direct conversations
between scientists and the public.
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dents or teachers will confound current information with out-of-date replies.
The Q&A feature has also served the
secondary role of advancing the Web site’s
development. Directly linked with users, this
tool has guided the creation of content. Once
a single page, the Ask A Biologist Web site
now has more than 2500 pages of materials. Many of the pages were “asked” for as
a direct a result of questions sent via the Web
site form. For example, the coloring page
section was developed in response to parents and grandparents searching for activities
for young students who are at pre- or early
reading levels. The Quizzes and the Mystery
Image gallery came about in response to student requests for ways to test their comprehension of articles and a desire to explore the
microscopic world.
Of the 25,000 questions posed to Ask A
Biologist, roughly 25% are career related,
resulting in the development of our “Meet
Our Biologists” proﬁles. Students ask questions such as “What is it like to put on a lab
coat and work in a laboratory?” and “What
is it like to travel to Africa or the Arctic to
study plants and animals?” Other times,
children are looking for academic guidance
and ask, “What are the best classes to take
in high school if you want to be wildlife
biologist?” and “Do I need to take math in
school if I want to be a biologist?” A glance
through the Ask A Biologist podcast collection tells the tale clearly: There is no one way
to become a scientist and no single type of
person who one has to be in order to be passionate about science.
Having a direct link with the public has
been invaluable in the development of Ask A
Biologist materials. One key lesson learned
through interaction with teachers is that even
though the Web is a powerful tool, content
that can only be used with a computer places
limits on its use. For this reason, the Web site
includes materials that can be used on- and
off-line, or a combination of both. Teachers are also looking for learning tools that
include data sets. With these two priorities in
mind, Ask A Biologist has invested in development of materials that are ﬂexible in how
and where they can be used.
One such activity is the Virtual Pocket
Seed Experiment. This activity provides options for exploring seed germination, energy, gravotropism, and the scientific method both online and as a handson experiment. Online there is a pictorial
data set involving various seed germination treatments. To help engage students in
the activity, time-lapse animations of each
seed treatment are included. The compan-

Mysterious World of Dr. Biology.

ion Pocket Seed Packet can be downloaded
and used to run the experiment as a handson activity in the classroom or at home. This
places experimental control in the hands
of students. The flexibility of the activity allows teachers to select which options
best ﬁt their students’ needs as well as their
access to technology. The popularity of this
activity is reﬂected in the Web site analytics
and usage requests submitted through the
online permission form. It is downloaded
and used by hundreds of thousands of students and teachers yearly.
Ongoing dialogue with the public has
also led to the development of other media,
including coloring pages, worksheets, word
puzzles, and quizzes. All of these are tied to
online stories and activities. Most recently,
Ask A Biologist has added companion
video channels on Vimeo, YouTube, and
TeacherTube. The Image Gallery has added
the biology-themed computer wallpaper
and the popular Zoom Galleries, which
offer the opportunity to explore the macro
and microscopic world (see the second ﬁgure). Using a simple microscope-like interface, visitors can explore the beauty and
structure of feathers or take an ultra-close
view of pollen grains.
In addition to focusing on science education, Ask A Biologist recognizes the need for
expanding student language skills to incorporate new ideas and concepts. Capitalizing on the popularity of comic book–based
content, the Mysterious World of Dr. Biology was developed (see the third figure).

SPORE Compilation Booklet
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This activity offers a collection of biologythemed clip-art. Students ﬁll in blank text
bubbles and chose panels to create their own
stories. The comic-book theme allows children to partner creative thinking with written language skills development around a
biology-based theme (1).
What is next for Ask A Biologist? As the
Internet becomes increasingly accessible on
a global level, it is important to provide content in languages other than English. Using
its established volunteer model, the program
is adding French and Spanish translations of
its content to the Web site. New partnerships
are also being formed to expand contentrich sections within the Web site. For example, Ask A Biologist is working with the Arizona Science Center to build and host a Web
version of their Body Depot gallery program
(2). The project introduces students, ages 8
to 14 years, and their teachers to three biomedical research areas inspired by National
Institutes of Health’s Roadmap (3) for Medical Research: Biological Pathways, Bioinformatics, and Nanomedicine, by using the
metaphor of a hardware store to explain how
the body maintains and repairs itself.
As access to the Internet continues to
grow and educators and content developers
reﬁne online tools, the future of science education seems bright. No other tool has been
as powerful as the Internet for putting science
education directly in users’ hands, in multiple
formats that can excite discussion and critical
thinking. Ask A Biologist plans to continue
offering students, teachers, parents, and lifelong learners access to the latest in scientiﬁc
trends and technology while maintaining the
link between the public and working scientists. This social component of Ask A Biologist has been a key to its past success and will
remain a vital part of future development.
References and Notes
1. Teacher Information, Ask A Biologist; http://askabiologist.
asu.edu/teacher-information.
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Science 101: Building the
Foundations for Real Understanding

Two online projects offer one-stop
one-stop shopping
shopping
for teaching evolution, as well
well as
as the
the nature
nature
and process of science.

I

t’s not just about evolution
anymore. Growing antiscience sentiment in the
United States now infuses public
discourse on conservation, vaccination, distribution of research
funds, and climate change (1).
Low rates of scientiﬁc literacy (2)
exacerbate the problem. Although
the public recognizes its indebtedness to the products of scientiﬁc knowledge, few understand
much about the nature of that
knowledge or the processes that
generated it (3). Without a basic
understanding of how science Teaching the process of science. Mark Stefanski, a teacher adworks, the public is vulnerable viser, uses the Science Flowchart with high-school biology students
to antiscience propaganda, which at Marin Academy, where the science faculty employs the ﬂowchart
engenders distrust of science in lab activities to help students focus on the process of science.
when it comes to social issues,
consumer choices, and policy decisions.
pedagogy; review and editing by scientific
The University of California Museum of experts; ﬁeld testing through teacher advisers;
Paleontology’s interest in this issue stemmed revision of materials with additional expert
from a project on evolution education, which review; and summative evaluation performed
expanded into an effort to support more by the evaluation ﬁrm Rockman et al. (4).
effective teaching of the nature and process
The result of this process was the Underof science (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure). In 2000, we standing Evolution Web site, which provides
hosted a conference on evolution instruc- educational materials targeting teachers of
tion that brought together stakeholders from kindergarten through college, students, and
education, academia, and the media. Partic- the general public (see the second ﬁgure).
ipants identiﬁed a critical need for a collec- Teacher advisers requested resources that
tion of vetted tools for teaching evolution- engage students with data, explore scientiﬁc
ary biology. Understanding Evolution (www. reasoning and science as a human endeavor,
understandingevolution.org) was built, in and demonstrate the relevance of evolution to
collaboration with the National Center for everyday life. Site resources that respond to
Science Education, to meet this need and to these needs include (i) “Evo in the News,” a
provide a clear and comprehensive reference monthly feature that reveals the evolutionary
for the general public.
science behind a current news story and inteUnderstanding Evolution brought together grates data from the primary literature with
an advisory board of scientists, Web design- discussion questions and background readers, authors, and master teachers to create a ing; (ii) research proﬁles and case studies,
vision for the project and develop content. which follow a particular scientist or invesKey aspects of this process included teacher tigation and step students through the logic
guidance on content types, Web features, and of testing evolutionary hypotheses; and (iii)
interactive investigations (e.g., Visualizing
Life on Earth, http://evolution.berkeley.edu/
1
University of California Museum of Paleontology, Univerevolibrary/article/ldg_01) that ask students to
sity of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 94720–4780,
put scientiﬁc reasoning into practice. Many
USA. 2Department of Integrative Biology, University of
California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 94720–4780, USA.
such resources will be housed in our Undergraduate Library, an area devoted to college*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
level evolution instruction, which will open
www.sciencemag.org/special/spore/.
†Author for correspondence. E-mail: rlcaldwell@berkeley.edu
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Since its launch in 2004, Understanding
Evolution’s impact has grown. The site now
averages more than a million page accesses
per month during the academic year, is available in Spanish and Turkish (www.sesbe.org/
evosite/evohome.html, www.evrimianlamak.
org/e/Ana_Sayfa), and has been distributed
in Tibetan as part of the Dalai Lama’s EmoryTibet Science Initiative. Additionally, site
resources have been shown to improve teachers’ and students’ understandings of evolution and to increase instructors’ conﬁdence
in their ability to teach this challenging, and
sometimes charged, material (4).
As we developed Understanding Evolution and noticed similar tensions and misinformation arising around topics like climate
change, we realized that much of the public’s mistrust of evolution stems from more
basic and even more important issues: poor
understanding of how science works to build
reliable knowledge and confusion about the
strengths and limitations of this process.
Hence, we envisioned a Web site that would
leverage the format of Understanding Evolution toward the goal of helping teachers reinforce the true nature and process of science
throughout their teaching.
The Understanding Science Web site
(www.understandingscience.org) was
launched in January 2009. Its development
process followed that for Understanding
Evolution, bringing together scientists, philosophers of science, teachers, writers, and
Web designers to conceive, develop, and vet
content. The site is unique in its straightforward presentation of science, not as an esoteric collection of vocabulary and facts, but
as an intensely human endeavor—a multifaceted process that both students and scientists can use to better understand the natural world. Instead of oversimplifying science
into a ﬁve-step recipe, the site emphasizes the
dynamic and iterative nature of the process,
as well as the roles of creativity and community in scientiﬁc progress. Understanding
Science is designed to give students and the
general public the tools they need to recognize the relevance of science to their lives and
to keep pace with the ways in which science
informs personal and societal decision-making. These ideas are communicated through
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a friendly primer on the nature
of science, as well as through
“Science in Action” features,
which use stories from the history of science, animations, and
graphics to reinforce basic scientiﬁc concepts and show how
science works.
By providing a comprehensive, practical resource for
teaching the nature and process
of science, Understanding Science also ﬁlls a
major gap in the landscape of science education materials. Teaching resources on the site
(second ﬁgure) are informed by educational
research showing that instruction in this area
is most effective when it is explicit, reﬂective,
and reinforced in many contexts (5). Three
tools from the site help teachers put these
guidelines into practice in multiple instructional settings. The Science Checklist helps
students identify key characteristics of science
in different investigations. The Science Flowchart provides a more accurate and appealing
representation of the scientiﬁc process than
the rigid Scientiﬁc Method. The Science Toolkit helps students analyze policies and media
messages to get to the science behind the spin.
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J. G. Scotchmoor, project coordinator, is an assistant director at UCMP, in charge of education
and outreach. A. Thanukos, primary author, is principal editor at UCMP. J. Frankel and D. Smith
work in education and outreach at UCMP and direct Web design for the project.
Although less than 2 years old, Understanding Science has had far-reaching
impacts and now averages more than 60,000
page accesses per month during the school
year. The project is endorsed by organizations such as the American Institute of Biological Sciences, and materials from the site
have been incorporated into middle- and
high-school textbooks from major publishers. Encouragingly, an evaluation of a yearlong in-service training program indicates
that site materials generate a high level of

Educational resources available through Understanding
Evolution and Understanding Science
Resource

Target Audience

Understanding Evolution

Students

K–12 Teachers

Undergraduate
Instructors

General
Public

Searchable lesson database
Tips, strategies, and teaching help
Common misconceptions and explanations
Conceptual framework
Image library
Evolution 101 and basic content
Advanced tutorials
Interactive online labs
Research profiles and case studies
Evo in the News articles

References and Notes

PHOTO CREDIT: MOLLY WRIGHT/UCMP

Understanding Science
Individual lessons and activities
Searchable lesson database
Tips, strategies, and teaching help
Guidelines for modifying lessons
Tips from the education research literature
Common misconceptions and explanations
Conceptual framework
First-hand instructor reports
Understanding Science 101 and basic content
Advanced supplementary content
Science in Action stories
Currently available

teacher buy-in, meaningful increases in student understanding, and reports of increased
student motivation (6).
In the current climate of both funding
constraints and concern for the future of science education in the United States, we see
opportunities for additional contributions
from these projects, such as new resources
and collaborations with scientists, as well as
challenges, such as maintaining vibrant and
freely accessible teaching materials while
seeking a sustainable funding model. Fortunately, many other initiatives have also set
their sights on improving science literacy
(7), and this complements a growing movement within the scientiﬁc community itself
to reach out to students and the broader public. We are proud to be a part of this campaign and are committed to working with
scientists, scientiﬁc agencies, the media,
and educators to build a more scientiﬁcally
literate society.

Launching this academic year

Educational resources. The Understanding Evolution and Understanding Science Web sites offer a wealth
of resources for teaching and learning evolutionary biology and the nature and process of science. K–12,
kindergarden to high school.

1. C. Mooney, S. Kirshenbaum, Unscientiﬁc America (Basic
Books, New York, 2009).
2. R. Bybee, B. McCrae, R. Laurie, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 46, 865
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3. National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators
2010 (National Science Foundation, Arlington, VA, 2010).
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http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/evaluation.php.
5. N. G. Lederman, in Handbook of Research on Science
Education, S. K. Abell and N. G. Lederman, Eds. (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Mahwah, NJ, 2007),
pp. 831–880.
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University of California Museum of Paleontology:
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Penguins and Polar Bears
Integrates Science and Literacy
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literacy skills
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in this
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S

cience is often not included in elementary school curriculum despite the recognized importance of early development of science concepts and skills (1–3).
In addition, there are few science resources
available online that are focused on elementary school students. This combined state of
affairs inspired the creation of an online magazine for elementary school teachers and their
students: Beyond Penguins and Polar Bears.
Launched in March of 2008, Beyond Penguins and Polar Bears (http://beyondpenguins.nsdl.org) consists of 20 thematic issues
relating elementary science concepts to the
real-world context of the polar regions (see the
ﬁrst ﬁgure). Beyond Penguins and Polar Bears
presents science content for topics such as
rocks and minerals, the water cycle, seasons,
states and changes of matter, plants, the indigenous peoples of the Arctic, polar research
and explorers, and climate change in the context of life in the Arctic and Antarctica.
The online magazine format provides professional development content and instructional resources with a focus on integrating
science and literacy. The strategy was initially
conceived as a “Trojan horse” approach,
using the reading and writing that elementary
teachers were comfortable with as a vehicle
for increased science instruction.
As the project progressed, it became
apparent that the overlap between science
and literacy was much richer than originally anticipated. Inquiry-based instruction and hands-on experiences help students
develop the background knowledge needed
to comprehend science texts. These experiences also build vocabulary and provide an
authentic purpose for reading and writing
(4). Reading about science concepts complements and extends the knowledge that students gain from inquiry and hands-on experiences and can substitute for direct experience when that is not possible (5). Writing
and discussion around scientiﬁc concepts
College of Education and Human Ecology, School of Teaching and Learning, The Ohio State University, 1929 Kenny
Road, Suite 400, Columbus, OH 43210, USA.
*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
www.sciencemag.org/special/spore/.
Author for correspondence. E-mail: fries-gaither.1@osu.edu

Beacon Valley ﬁeld camp, Antarctica.

allow students to share their knowledge as
members of a scientiﬁc community in the
same way practicing scientists do (6). Evidence suggests that such a combined curricular approach can beneﬁt the development
of students’ reading engagement and comprehension, academic language, and written
and oral discourse abilities (7–9). There is
also growing recognition that students’ ability to engage in the authentic practice and
process of science requires the development
and use of the structures of logical argumentation and the ability to read and write in
informational text genres (10, 11).
The content of each issue of Beyond
Penguins and Polar Bears is organized into
ﬁve departments:
• Professional Learning contains resources
for teachers, including science and literacy
content knowledge, student misconceptions in science, teaching and assessment
strategies, and information about creating
an equitable classroom environment.
• Science and Literacy includes lesson
plans and a virtual bookshelf of children’s
literature.
• Across the Curriculum includes ideas for
integrating other disciplines—such as

math, social studies, and art—into a science lesson or unit.
• In the Field: Scientists at Work proﬁles
polar researchers.
• Polar News and Notes provides updates
on news, research, and opportunities for
teachers and students.
Beyond Penguins and Polar Bears also
includes original content. A monthly nonﬁction article, called a feature story, is written for
students and is available in three grade bands,
kindergarten to grade 1 (K to 1) and grades 2
to 3 and 4 to 5. Teachers can print full-color
books with illustrations, access electronic
versions with recorded narration, or print
a text-only version of each story. Unit plans
help teachers assemble the resources available
in a given issue into a cohesive instructional
framework based on the 5E learning cycle
(engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate), a model used to plan inquiry lessons. All
resources are correlated to the National Science Education Standards and/or the National
Council of Teachers of English Language Arts
and International Reading Association’s Standards for the English Language Arts.
Pilot testing of project materials with
19 teachers and 173 K to 5 students in
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Columbus, Ohio, and
Charlotte, North Carolina, was conducted over
a 2-year period. Teachers
and students were different in every year of testing. Teachers were asked
to include resources from
Northern lights, Greenland.
Beyond Penguins and
Polar Bears as either a supplement to or a replacement for the exist- of third grade students was significantly
ing curriculum, to keep a journal of the Web more likely to agree with the statements “I
site and resource usage, and to participate like science,” “I am good at science,” and “I
in classroom observations, interviews, and understand more of what goes on in science”
pre- and post-teaching questionnaires.
(12). Over the entire pilot testing period,
Data that were collected assessed teacher students were more likely to agree with
usage of reform-based teaching practices, the statements “I am good at science” and
including the integration of science and “writing is important in science.” Students
literacy instruction, utilization of Beyond in fourth and ﬁfth grade did not show signifPenguins and Polar Bears, and changes in icant changes in their agreement with these
classroom practices following integration statements after exposure to project materiof the resources therein. Teachers reported als. Continued evaluation efforts include a
changes, such as an increase in their likeli- closer look at why third grade might be a
hood to provide opportunities to read about critical point in developing students’ underscience and to have their students write standing and attitudes about science.
to communicate scientific results. TeachBeyond Penguins and Polar Bears capiers also reported that an increased content talizes on social media, such as Facebook
knowledge about the polar regions and sci- (Beyond Penguins) and Twitter (@beyondence in general also increased their conﬁ- penguins), to connect teachers to project condence in teaching science (12).
tent. Monthly Web seminars provide opporStudent questionnaires assessed attitudes tunities for virtual professional developregarding science. Statistically significant ment in science and literacy instruction and
changes were seen in third grade students exposure to project resources. Archives and
who were less likely to agree with the state- descriptions of upcoming seminars are availments that “science was mostly memorizing able on the home page and at http://bit.ly/
facts” and that “science is more for boys than BPPBseminars. Such seminars have received
girls.” They were also more likely to agree positive evaluations from participants, who
that writing is important in science (13).
have included classroom teachers, curriculum
In subsequent pilot testing, another group specialists, and other education professionals.
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Although our goal was to provide an
online resource that could be easily accessed
across the country and around the world, we
also realized that many teachers still prefer
printed versions of resources. We therefore
provide a “print-on-demand” option (see
http://bit.ly/printondemand).
The Arctic and Antarctica are remote,
beautiful, unique, and fragile (see the second ﬁgure). Through Beyond Penguins and
Polar Bears, we hope that we have brought
these far-off places a little closer to elementary teachers and students and have inspired
excellent science instruction, too.
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Bringing the Museum
into the Classroom

Digital modules for online resources and goodgood
metadata help teachers find
ﬁnd the museum’s rich,
authoritative science content to use in their
classrooms.

F

ield trips to science institutions offer
an opportunity for teachers to spark
student interest and to supplement
their classroom teaching with vivid experiences of science and nature. At the American
Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in New
York City, education is central to our mission, and all content is developed to support
learning. Museum exhibition and education
staff produce media-rich content that is scientiﬁcally authoritative, thanks to collaboration with members of the museum’s research
staff of more than 200 active scientists. Digital technology opens new avenues to bring
these resources into the classroom to extend
a class ﬁeld trip or to bring the museum to
classrooms outside the New York City region.
Research shows that when science teaching engages students in authentic scientiﬁc
inquiry, it improves their understanding of
both content and process (1, 2). Effective science teachers supplement their curricula with
stimulating scientiﬁc content resources that
inspire students’ personal connection (see the
ﬁrst ﬁgure). When teachers bring museum
resources into the classroom, students’
engagement in the content and the practices
of science increases (3). Supplements help
teachers adapt their teaching to students’ cultures, interests, and capabilities, which vary
from district to district and classroom to classroom (4, 5). These factors inspired Resources
for Learning (RFL), a free, online catalog of
the AMNH’s science education materials (6).
We designed RFL to make the museum’s
science content accessible to all teachers.
This includes subject matter derived from the
museum’s permanent exhibitions, as well as a
growing body of materials produced directly
for online use and dissemination. In addition,
AMNH produces several new special exhibitions every year. All exhibitions have an
online presence accessible through RFL.
About 10 years ago, AMNH began to
produce science content speciﬁcally for an
online audience. The museum’s Science BulAmerican Museum of Natural History, New York, NY 10024,
USA.
*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
www.sciencemag.org/special/spore/.
Author for correspondence. E-mail: gano@amnh.org
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video documentaries, and
other types of resources for
use in the classroom. Correlations with the National
Science Education Standards (7) help teachers connect resources to specific
goals and requirements.
Teachers told us that,
when looking for ways to
supplement their curriculum, ﬂexible content modules were easier to integrate
AMNH content is cataloged for teachers. Teachers use Resources for into their existing practice.
Learning to discover engaging, authoritative current science content like Thus, RFL favors smaller,
this Science Bulletins video to supplement their science curriculum and stand-alone modules over
to engage students’ attention and interest.
complex, multipart items. As
we add materials, we partiletins program produces short video docu- tion them into their smallest self-contained
mentaries and visualizations for display in components, each with its own catalogour permanent exhibition halls, for distribu- ing metadata. This increases “surface area,”
tion to 30 institutional subscribers around the affording each item more opportunities to
world, and for free distribution on the Web. match a particular user’s requirements. RFL
Science Bulletins stories report on current content modules can be used individually or
scientiﬁc research in astrophysics, Earth sci- combined with other resources to make up a
ences, biodiversity, and evolution. OLogy, the 1-day lesson plan, a multiday unit, or even a
museum’s Web site for kids, is updated with semester-long curriculum.
each new exhibition and contains hundreds
These ﬁne-grained, cataloged, and crossof articles, activities, animations, and inter- referenced content modules facilitate the
active programs that engage kids in the sub- reuse of items in new contexts. For example,
ject matter, concepts, and practice of science. for each of the special exhibitions offered at
OLogy content is created directly for online AMNH, we create a “special collection” of
use and is based on the concepts and learn- existing resources that support and extend its
ing goals of the exhibition. As is true for our major themes. A recent exhibition on climate
exhibitions, all materials produced for online change included videos on tropical glaciers in
audiences benefit from the direct involve- Peru and boreal forests in Alaska, as well as
ment of museum scientists, who carefully visualizations of global sea surface temperauthor, edit, and review the content.
ature, all of which had been previously proThrough formative evaluation, includ- duced for Science Bulletins and cataloged
ing focus groups with classroom teachers, in RFL. In addition, the full content of each
we learned that descriptive metadata, such exhibition-speciﬁc Educator Guide is housed
as grade level, resource type, and amount of in RFL, with each of the learning activities
class time required would help teachers ﬁnd cataloged individually to make them availand evaluate useful resources. Formal usabil- able for new uses in the classroom.
ity testing of a beta version of the RFL site,
Teachers report using RFL to locate spelaunched in Spring 2002, led to the develop- cific resources and to design meaningful
ment of a search function that enables tar- learning experiences for their students. A
geted searches via a catalog organized by high-school teacher who was developing a
scientiﬁc disciplines and subtopics. “Teacher microbiology course wanted to ﬁnd resources
Tips,” written by staff science educators with on evolution and biodiversity. He told us, “It
classroom experience, offer advice on how is inconceivable for me to plan a curriculum
best to adapt exhibition materials, science for a microbiology course without exploring
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genomic research, bioway through exhibition
technology techniques,
halls and allows them
and the driving force
to bookmark exhibition
of biodiversity: evoluobjects for further explotion.” Using resources
ration online. Our educahe found through RFL,
tion department is workhe took his students on
ing with local teachers
a “virtual tour” of the
to consider how the next
museum’s human oriversion of Explorer might
gins exhibition, where
enhance their teaching at
students learned how to
the museum and in the
evaluate fossil evidence
classroom. These teachand how it applied to the
ers express a clear desire
science of understandto be active users of the
ing hominid evolution
device, to plan ﬁeld trips
(see the second figure).
around the topics they are
He also incorporated two Exhibitions extend to the Web. Content developed for exhibition halls—such as this interactive teaching, and to incorpointeractive “tree of life” comparison of chimpanzee, Neanderthal, and human skeletons—is adapted for Web access and rate related content, like
resources from OLogy cataloged in Resources for Learning.
Science Bulletins, into
to demonstrate how scitheir plans. The museum
entists use cladograms to model evolution. a middle-school teacher in New Jersey. “The is also redesigning its Web site with a new
Another teacher sought to engage her ﬁfth resources of the AMNH seem endless, with strategy that will represent both exhibitiongraders in a unit on biological communi- unlimited virtual access,” said a teacher from based and created digital ﬁles as reusable,
ties by letting them explore some biodiver- a New York City high school. They have also modular content with thorough metadata, so
sity activities on OLogy, which inspired her indicated an interest in accessing lessons that the new capabilities these teachers ask
students to ask questions such as “how are that connect to these resources and that have for can be developed on any digital platform.
humans connected to bacteria and insects?” been implemented in classrooms by their colThe future of science museums embraces
Questions like these support the assertion that leagues. This information is inﬂuencing the both kinds of experiences: the irreplaceable
supplementary resources inspire and support museum’s digital content strategy, which impact of directly encountering physical eviauthentic student inquiry.
aims to provide teachers tools (such as a new dence on site, and the ready access to an enorAcross the board, teachers report that they lesson-planning tool for selecting and orga- mous library of authentic scientiﬁc content
value access to this curated database. “This nizing online resources) for use in their class- by means of many digital platforms. The goal
AMNH [Web site] is a great tool to use in the rooms and to share with other teachers.
is a continuous presence for the museum’s
classroom for students to gain a better underOur content model enabled a partner- content that extends into the classroom as a
standing of a complex concept,” commented ship with Macmillan McGraw-Hill, which ready resource for effective science teaching.
publishes kindergarten to sixth grade
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Building Botanical Literacy
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B

etsy Justus, a doctoral student at Ohio
University, has a fan
club. It is a team of students
from Cheyenne Central High
School investigating spore
germination in their classroom and posting research
information to their team
Web page. Betsy has been
mentoring her team through
online guidance and encouragement, posing questions
throughout the inquiry process, and providing insights
on what scientists know and
how they think. Similarly,
Eric Jones, a Florida State Multimedia sharing among students, scientists, and teachers. A
University doctoral candi- student-generated photomicrograph of a C-Fern gametophyte docudate, hooked his St. Sebas- ments the team ﬁndings.
tian middle school team into
an intriguing conversation about their inves- will emerge from breakthroughs in plant bioltigations on pollinator visits to ﬂowers. His ogy (1). Meeting these challenges requires
reward was in experiencing his students’ preparing future scientists and science-literate
motivation to learn, expressed in statements citizens. To rebuild botanical knowledge that
such as, ‘We are sad that our experiments are has been declining across academic, private,
over,” and ‘We have developed a whole new and government sectors, strengthening educainterest in ﬂowers!”
tion about plants across grade levels is recomBetsy and Eric are among the more than mended (2). This decline is part of the con500 scientists from 14 professional plantrelated organizations volunteering as online
mentors and personalizing an inquiry experience for student teams. Plant biology
research projects and student dialogue with
online mentors about the student-generated
research are part of the PlantingScience
(www.plantingscience.org) online learning
community (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure).
PlantingScience makes science experts
accessible to secondary school classrooms
with the goal of improving understanding of
science while fostering an awareness of plants.
Plants are essential to our everyday lives, and
society faces major food, fuel, and environmental challenges, some of whose solutions

tinuing U.S. crisis in science literacy, although
some underlying causes, such as little exposure to plants in school and preferences for
animals, are unique to botany (3). Textbook
coverage is biased toward animals, and teachers use animal examples with which they are
more familiar. There is also a general human
tendency toward “plant blindness”—overlooking their presence in the environment (4).
Plants, in their favor, have distinct advantages
for generating excitement about science discovery. Inexpensive, easy to keep, and noncontroversial subjects for experimentation,
plants are adaptable classroom organisms.
At the 2003 Botany Education Forum,
Bruce Alberts, then president of the National
Academy of Sciences, challenged the Botanical Society of America (BSA) to enhance
science classroom experiences. Stakeholder
meetings of plant scientists, middle school
and high school teachers, and teacher leaders with the National Research Council identified curriculum standards teachers could
introduce with plant investigations. Scientiﬁc Inquiry through Plants, a pilot program
enabling teachers to extend inquiry learning
beyond the classroom through interactive and
integrated technology tools, was launched in
2005 (5).

Botanical Society of America, St. Louis, MO 63166, USA.
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045, USA. 3Department of
Teaching, Learning, and Culture, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843, USA.
1
2

*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
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Workshops for teachers. Teachers in the 2010 Summer Institute discuss celery morphology before beginning team investigations.
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The American Society of Plant Biologists signed on in 2006. Today, a big part of
what makes PlantingScience special is our
many partners (6). Over recent years, 108
Master Plant Science Team mentors, primarily graduate students, have made year-long
mentoring commitments. Online mentoring allows scientists, from graduate students
to professor emeriti, to contribute to school
science without leaving their ofﬁces and to
remain in constant contact with their teams.
Partnerships permeate PlantingScience.
Societies unite volunteer efforts in a national
network to address education needs: Online
mentors and classroom teachers collaboratively support student teams; these teams
develop curricula and Web site materials
and provide professional development, and
the Texas A&M University and Biological Sciences Curriculum Study colleagues
investigate how online mentorship affects
learning. Over 9000 students, 2500 research
teams, and teachers in 34 states have thus far
experienced inquiry science as a community
endeavor with plant biologists. About 60%
of the classes are in high schools, and 38%
are in middle schools. College classes and
4-H clubs also participate. Educators seek to
engage their students in collaboration, communication, and innovation—21st-century
skills for success—and inquiry experiences
that mirror the practices of scientists.
Participating in the science enterprise and
communication are vital to science learning proﬁciency (7). Resources for reﬂection
and argumentation are critical for students
to construct their understanding. Teacher
materials include guiding questions and

About the authors

From left to right: Rob Brandt, Claire
Hemingway, and William Dahl. Not pictured are Chris Hauﬂer and Carol Stuessy.
C. Hemingway, W. Dahl, and C. Stuessy are
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options for proﬁtable lines of investigation.
Mentor materials—for example, the Power
of Sunlight tip sheet—include common misconceptions about photosynthesis, and suggestions for helping students tweak experimental set-ups and make sense of their data.
The key tool for reﬂection and discourse is
the student team Web page where students
and mentors post messages asynchronously.
Talking online with a scientist is exciting and motivating to students. Teachers
commonly relate that their students develop
a new level of conﬁdence and responsibility toward their experiments. Preliminary
results of before and after tests showed significant improvement in student attitudes
toward enjoying studying plants and plant
biology. Many students report that tending to and observing their plants is exciting
and rewarding.
Teachers often encourage students to use
the searchable research gallery to evaluate questions investigated by other teams;
they report that seeing other students tackle
similar topics opens them to the scientists’ world of peer scrutiny. A search of
Wonder of Seeds projects in the archive
reveals that students from middle school
through college have asked a wide range of
questions about germination and growth—
such as what is the effect of pH of soil,
does the presence of earthworms inﬂuence
growth, and how do seeds respond to gravity while germinating.
Flexibility within a framework allows
teachers to tailor investigations for their
students. We aim to shift curricula from
repetitive lab exercises with predicable outcomes into the real world of science where
ambiguity, messy data, and creativity reside
(8). Modules range from widely accessible,
open inquiries to more structured inquiries.
Some incorporate the established classroom
models of Wisconsin Fast Plants, C-Fern,
and Arabidopsis. In drafting modules,
scientist-teacher teams work with the
curriculum coordinator. Classroom fieldtesting follows, with some mentors also
assessing protocols.
Scientists from the module development
teams then lead a 5-day inquiry immersion
that opens the 9-day institute for teachers
who wish to deepen their understanding of
plant biology, inquiry learning, and online
community platform use (see the second
figure). Sixteen teachers are selected to
experience the plant inquiries as learners.
Plant scientists provide content background
and teachers can become familiar with the
interactive tools. The second week provides
focused time for teachers to share strategies

SPORE Compilation Booklet
for using online and classroom discourse
and science notebooks as they design an
implementation plan for their own students.
The “digital generation” is often connected 24 hours, 7 days a week, and digital learning is now on the national education agenda (9). PlantingScience students
voluntarily post ﬁndings and communicate
with mentors on weekends and evenings.
The Web site received 1,628,164 visitors
between August 2005 and November 2010.
Interest in the model has spread internationally, with a Dutch translation of the Web site
managed independently, and Dutch–U.S.
collaboration under way.
Science and society will benefit from
piquing children’s interest in plants at an
early age and nurturing their thinking about
how science works. The personal connection
with an online mentor also holds promise for
inspiring individual students. There is power
in the collective commitment and expertise
of scientist-school partnerships to efﬁciently
raise engaging collaborative science learning to a national scale.
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Science Buddies: Advancing
Informal Science Education

An innovative nonprofi
enables scientists
scientists
nonproﬁtt enables
to present inspiring project ideas based
on their own research to K–12 students,
parents, and teachers.

E

very year, about 10 million North
American kindergarten through high
school (K–12) students complete a
science project. What part of these science
projects is the most difﬁcult? Formulating a
hypothesis? Designing an experiment? Analyzing data? The answer: None of the above.
Science Buddies (www.sciencebuddies.
org)—a nonproﬁt developer of software, content, and other resources for informal science
and engineering education—found that students have the most difﬁculty selecting a topic
and doing background research to inform
their work. Meanwhile, scientists and engineers interested in advising and inspiring students often do not have a means to connect
with them (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure). To Science
Buddies, these difﬁculties presented an ideal
challenge, and we applied a business methodology to address them, viewing our users as
customers and our output as products.
After analyzing customer needs, we created free products that include personalized
learning tools, 15,000 pages of scientistdeveloped subject matter, including experiments based on the latest research, and an
online community of science professionals
willing to give advice to students. We also
provide resources to support parents and
teachers as they guide students doing handson science projects. Representing much more
than a Web site, Science Buddies quickly and
efﬁciently matches students with information
that will hold their interest and answer their
questions. The result is that, during 2010, 9.8
million unique individuals visited the Science Buddies Web site (1), a number equal to
~18% of U.S. students in grades K–12.
One of our programs, the Academic Outreach Partnership program provides an effective method for scientists and engineers to
communicate their research to students.
Through this program, a scientist can publish a “project idea” outlining how a student
can conduct an experiment based on cuttingScience Buddies, Post Ofﬁce Box 5038, Carmel, CA 93921,
USA.
*SPORE, Science Prize for Online Resources in Education;
www.sciencemag.org/site/special/spore/.
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org
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and equipment list, and an experimental procedure that varies in completeness depending on the grade level of
the student and the nature of the experiment. For students who need less
direction, each project idea suggests
a number of variations without providing the detail of a full project idea.
We also have hundreds of abbreviated
project ideas that provide no scaffold
at all. In aggregate, students gravitate
to projects with a level of difﬁculty
consistent with their situation; they do
not just pick the easy ones!
Science Buddies’ staff scientists
Science fair contestant. Science Buddies provides a bridge
between scientists and students, enabling students to do have supplemented projects submitprojects based on current scientiﬁc research.
ted as part of our Academic Outreach
Partnerships with a library of more
edge scientiﬁc research on the Science Bud- than 1000 project ideas covering topics in 30
dies Web site, which shows students how sci- scientiﬁc ﬁelds. As part of our focus on cusence works and what scientists do every day. tomer needs, we monitor which areas of sciFor example, Martin Wikelski and his team ence receive the most interest, develop new
at Princeton developed “Are we there yet? project ideas in the areas with the most trafﬁc,
Test how migratory birds navigate” (2). This and always try to broaden the scope of sciproject idea uses the team’s radio telemetry entiﬁc concepts covered. We encourage studata on the orientation of migratory song- dent feedback that enables us to continuously
birds to enable students to conduct their own update and improve existing project ideas.
version of the study (3). Similarly, Elizabeth
Because students have difﬁculty ﬁnding
Young’s team at MIT developed “From water a topic to work on and because we strongly
to fuel to water: The fuel cycle of the future,” believe that students learn the most from a
which allows students to explore new cata- project when they have an intrinsic interest in
lysts for splitting water, an exciting area of the subject matter, we developed an “intelliactive research in renewable energy technol- gent” recommender for the Science Buddies
ogy (4, 5). The Science Buddies Web site is Web site (see the chart). The Topic Selection
a highly effective marketplace for such out- Wizard asks questions about everyday interreach, aggregating across time and place ests and grade level and then directs students
large numbers of students self-identiﬁed as to matching project ideas from our library.
interested in a ﬁeld and connecting them with In 2008, the National Academy of Engineerresearchers in that discipline. We welcome ing identiﬁed the advancement of personalresearchers to contact us about participat- ized learning and, speciﬁcally, recommender
ing in this publishing program. On average, systems for education, as 1 of 14 grand chalabout 14,000 unique individuals access each lenges in engineering for the 21st century
project idea every year.
(7). The performance of our Topic Selection
Our visitor demographics closely reﬂect Wizard substantiates the value of such tools.
the diversity of the U.S. student population; Students who use the Wizard are 95% more
consequently, our library of project ideas likely to ﬁnd a project idea that satisﬁes them
must address widely varying student ages, compared with students who simply browse
abilities, resources, and need for instructional possible projects.
supports or scaffolding (6). A typical project
Putting a face on the numbers, one paridea includes a brief introduction, expected ent told us that “[his fourth-grade daughter]
duration and cost, safety issues, prerequi- is into stuffed animals, loves pets, and loves
sites, a list of important terms, a materials the Sierra Nevada camp with its bugs, birds
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& snakes, where my wife is director. I completely expected her to do an animal project
and was prepared to talk about ethics and animal-use protocols. Well, as she went through
the [Wizard] questions, what we discovered
is that she’s deeply interested in electricity,
devices, and math-oriented topics. This was a
real gift to all of us.” This student completed
a project on static electricity, won an award
at her school science fair, and reported to us,
“Science is fun!”
Having a topic for a project is just the
beginning. Our Web site has project guides
that provide instruction on every step of the
scientiﬁc method and the engineering design
process. It also offers materials and guidance
to develop strong researching and writing
skills, which are essential to scientiﬁc practices and discourse.
For students excited about their work,
project ideas link to extensive, studentfriendly career profiles for related science
and engineering areas. We also believe it is
important for students to interact directly

PHOTO CREDIT: KENNETH L. HESS

Projects selected (%)

Projects selected/total users (%)

with scientists. Each year, science and engineering professionals volunteer their time to
answer questions from students on our Ask an
Expert online bulletin board. To insure a safe
learning environment, all adult volunteers
must pass annual background checks, and
all communications with students occur in a
public, moderated forum. Although most students obtain the information they need with
just one or two posts, on occasion a true mentoring relationship ensues. One example is
the nearly 2-year-long tutelage of high school
student Christina Wang by Science Buddies
Experts, especially Donna Hardy, a dedicated
volunteer from Bio-Rad Laboratories. In a
correspondence that comprised more than
100 posts, Miss Wang got inspiration, ideas,
and practical guidance that led her from
knowing virtually nothing about biotechnology to developing a screen for detecting
bioﬁlm-inhibiting metabolites in four bacteria species. Her project won a second-place
Grand Award at the 2010 Intel International
Science and Engineering Fair.
By providing tools that
9
empower students and offer8
ing guides and best practices
7
for teachers, Science Bud6
dies makes it easy for teach5
ers to incorporate studentled science investigations in
4
their curriculum. Deb Bog3
ard, a veteran middle school
2
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she has “been using Sci0
ence Buddies materials for 6
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30
children felt intimidated by
25
the amount of work that a sci20
ence project required. How15
ever, as the students began
10
working, they found that
5
the way the project was bro0
ken down into manageable
1
12
2
pieces, and the instruction
11
3
10
9
4
that was provided by the Sci8
5
6 7
ence Buddies project guide,
6
Project difficulty
7
4 5 Student grade level
enabled them to take charge
3
8
2
1
9
of their own learning. They
K
10
now viewed the science projTopic Selection Wizard effects. An “intelligent” recommender, the
ect as one of the most valuTopic Selection Wizard, helps students discover their true interests.
able learning experiences of
(Top) Those who do not use the Wizard tend to focus on projects in
ﬁelds they have heard of, so ﬁelds like “food science” are overrepre- their school career.”
The Web site is popular
sented. Wizard users are 95% more likely to ﬁnd a project they like
and tend to be less inﬂuenced by how well known the ﬁeld is. (Bottom) and widely recommended
Students naturally gravitate to projects with a difﬁculty appropriate to because it is free, serious,
their grade level.
constantly maintained, and
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effectively marketed. We are working hard to
keep it that way by developing a diverse base
of funding from corporations, private foundations, and individuals.
By targeting a known need for science
resources among K–12 students doing science projects and by addressing the speciﬁc
problems of those customers with personalized learning tools, rich content, connections
to practicing scientists, and forums for discussion, Science Buddies has built a thriving
community of learning. We believe that there
are many other occasions, often outside a formal educational setting, where an untrained
citizen has a strong need to learn science and
engineering concepts. We intend to apply a
similar approach to these situations to inspire
students to study science and increase the science literacy of society.
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At the site of hassium’s synthesis.
Haran and “The Professor” shoot the
updated hassium video at the GSI
(Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung), Darmstadt, Germany, where
element 108 was ﬁrst synthesized.

As of May 2011, the site
boasted 320 videos with content covering molecules as
well as elements, and each
new video attracted several
thousand views within hours
of publication. The PTOV
team had grown to include
10 presenters, all professional
chemists, with Haran still handling all of the ﬁlming, editing, and production. The videos had been viewed more
than 15 million times, and the YouTube channel had over 44,700 subscribers in more than
200 countries and territories, surpassing even
the channel of Britain’s royal family (8), until
the recent wedding. PTOV now has followers
on Twitter, Flickr, Facebook, and other social
media sites (9).
PTOV has also spawned a successful “sister channel,” Sixty Symbols (10, 11), in which
physics and astronomy are presented by Nottingham scientists; it already has 29,600 subscribers and 138 videos, all ﬁlmed and produced in a format similar to PTOV’s.
Overall, 26 of the individual PTOV videos have had more than 100,000 views, and
a further 45 have had more than 50,000. The
most-viewed video, in which a cheeseburger

audience, which ranged from Nobel laureates to a 6-year-old boy in Nova Scotia. Also,
our audience clearly expected more. As one
viewer said, “I don’t care what they do, as
long as they keep making videos!” A spontaneous project was to become an ongoing
enterprise. So, how to continue?
An obvious route was to update some of
the more hastily produced videos with more
experiments, new information, and, in the
case of hassium, a visit to Darmstadt, where
the element was synthesized (see the photo,
above). Subtitles were added to the element
videos to make them easier to understand
for non-native speakers of English, and an
additional opportunity was identiﬁed: linking chemistry to topical events. Themed
videos were produced
about the 2008 Olympic
Games (gold, silver, and
bronze); the announcement of Nobel Prizes;
and, more lightheartedly, the chemistry of
pumpkins for Halloween. Soon PTOV had
almost become a chemical news channel, covering events such as
giving the name copernicium to element 112
or the Science paper in Success by the numbers. The periodic table (14) colored according to
which helium was dis- the number of views of each element as recorded on YouTube, 14 and 15
guised as H4.1 (7).
February 2011.
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know nothing about hassium.
Shall we make something up?”
A somewhat unusual opening,
but what else can one say when trying to
ﬁlm separate videos about each element
in the periodic table?
Our project was devised by Brady
Haran, a BBC-trained video journalist,
who had spent a year filming University of Nottingham scientists at work (1).
Inspired by his time working with chemistry researchers, he suggested making
a periodic table of videos (PTOV, www.
periodicvideos.com), and within days,
ﬁlming had begun.
The approach was unconventional: no
scripts or storyboards, but a passionate
desire to appeal to a general audience. An
effective format rapidly evolved: Haran
interviewed “The Professor” (Martyn
Poliakoff) or lanthanide and actinide chemist Stephen Liddle in their ofﬁces, with separately ﬁlmed laboratory experiments carried
out by chemists Peter Licence or Deborah
Kays. More ambitious experiments were performed outdoors with the help of long-suffering and usually silent technician Neil Barnes.
A key decision was made to avoid collaboration between the participants; each person
ﬁlmed sections alone with Haran, and no vetting took place before “publication.” The ﬁrst
time anyone saw the ﬁnished videos was when
they had been edited and uploaded to the
video-sharing Web site YouTube (2).
The result of this unusual process was a
collection of videos (3) with spontaneity
and freshness—a feeling of “live” chemistry. Collaborating with trained journalist
Haran resulted in professional production
values and editorial standards. Even before
all 118 elements had been ﬁnished, PTOV’s
approach had caught the popular imagination. Stories appeared in the UK national
media and on blogs worldwide (4, 5). By the
end of 5 weeks, when all 118 videos were ﬁnished, PTOV already had a strong subscriber
base (6). The surprise was the breadth of the
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was plunged into hydrochloric acid, has
attracted nearly 458,000 views. The number of views of each element’s video is presented graphically in the ﬁgure (p. 1046).
The most popular videos, such as Caesium
and Oxygen, are of reactive elements, and
surprisingly, even a synthetic element like
hassium has attracted 32,000 views. Even
the least popular, protactinium, has garnered
over 12,000 views.
We think the impact of PTOV is best
judged qualitatively from the many thousands
of comments and unsolicited e-mails received
from viewers (12). A substantial proportion
of these suggests that PTOV has made a real
difference to aspiring scientists. For example:
“My name is David. I am a senior in High
school. I have been watching your videos for
quite some time. The videos are so interesting
and have inspired me to be a Chemistry Major
in college. Because of the inspiration you and
your team created through the videos, many
kids from around my area have also decided
to take the interesting and complex journey to
becoming chemists as well.”
From the other side, we receive messages
from teachers who use the videos. “I wanted
to write to you to personally thank you for the
wonderful work that you and your students
have done. My colleagues and I, in Visalia, CA, use them in the classroom with our
chemistry students. They are short and to the
point. Our students enjoy watching them.”
Some of the viewers see us as friends,
turning to us for advice in times of need.
“I’m very depressed. I love chemistry and I
would like to study in Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences. Sadly, I failed the admission
examination. It’s such a very hard examination! What should I do?”
Undoubtedly, part of PTOV’s appeal is
that of a soap opera or reality TV (6). Each
presenter attracts a personal following,
whether it is the technician’s apparent nonchalance or the professor’s eccentric hairstyle
and endless selection of chemistry-themed
neckties. The viewers come to trust the presenters, who know their subject and tackle
even the most obscure topics in creative ways.
PTOV does not hesitate to show scientists as
human, sharing their moments of happiness
and grief with the viewers. When demonstrations fail, they still appear in the videos,
especially if they are amusing. Shortcomings
are never glossed over or edited out, which
ensures that the team is seen as honest—they
are not “selling” anything apart from a shared
love of chemistry.
YouTube remains an ultracompetitive
environment, as thousands of videos are
uploaded every hour. However, there are sev-
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eral factors that probably help PTOV to stand
out from the competition. The videos look
professional because they are produced with
broadcast-quality equipment used by Haran,
yet they deliberately retain an amateur ﬂavor
and raw appearance. Like the TV news, PTOV
can work fast when necessary, sometimes
with a 3-hour turnaround time from ﬁlming to
uploading. This can be crucial when responding to breaking news, such as our explanation
of the recent nuclear crisis in Japan (13).
Viewers feel they are watching a “true
record” of life in the chemistry department.
The presenters are real scientists who are often
caught off guard, forced to answer unexpected
questions from the interviewer. Their hesitations and occasional admissions of ignorance
reinforce the bond with the viewers.
Editorial control has been ceded to the
nonscientist Haran, which ensures that interviews are conducted from the perspective of
our layperson viewers. In effect, the viewers accompany Haran on his exploration of
chemistry, sharing his wonder while being
spared the bits he ﬁnds boring. All of this
probably works because the participating scientists have done something that is increasingly unusual—they have trusted a journalist
to tell their stories.
We have also been lucky. With the right
team and the right approach, we have been
able to exploit YouTube to the benefit of
chemists and chemistry students across the
world. However, there are new opportunities
on the Internet. Undoubtedly, some of these
tools could also be adapted to deliver sci-

ence to the public in new ways. Try to imagine how you could use these technologies, as
well as other innovations that will shortly be
going live, to communicate your passion for
science to the world. There is an audience out
there waiting for you.
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Computational experiments based on solving
fundamental physics equations bring authentic
science to the classroom.
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create dynamic visualizations of atomic
motions and electron waves (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure). The molecular dynamics engine uses
classical mechanics to predict the motion
of atoms according to the forces computed
from potential energy functions that model
interatomic interactions (6). The quantum
dynamics engine solves the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation to predict the propagation of wave functions in potential ﬁelds
that model atomic-scale structures (7). The
engines can be conﬁgured to simulate real or
thought experiments. Users can intervene in
the calculation by changing variables as the
engines run. The results are visualized instantaneously, which allow users to observe and
interact with the emergent phenomena. Using
MW’s capacity for embedding computational
experiments in curriculum materials, we and
other MW users have created hundreds of
classroom-ready interactive online lessons
that have been widely used.
The computational engines in MW cover
a broad scope of science topics, including
gas laws, states of matter, chemical bonding, chemical reactions, electrostatics, heat
transfer, ﬂuid mechanics, fractures, quantum
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Simulation snapshot. An image taken from the simulation of a hypothetical nano conveyor belt designed to
selectively transport molecules across a membrane.
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C

omputational physics,
versatile experimentawhich provides digition tool, a computatal representations of
tional engine capable
natural phenomena by solvof accurately simulating their governing equations
ing many real-world
numerically, has transformed
situations is needed.
areas as diverse as scientiﬁc
Each instance of such a
research, engineering design
generic engine models
(1), and ﬁlm production (2). It
a speciﬁc phenomenon.
is also changing the way sciFor example, the comence is taught. The Molecular
puter models of a penWorkbench (MW) software,
dulum and a spring are
Scanning tunneling microscopy
http://mw.concord.org, develtwo engines for solving
simulation. Using MW’s quantum
oped by the Concord Consor- dynamics engine, the tunneling cur- Newton’s equation of
tium, illustrates this perspec- rent from the probe tip to an atom motion. The two appear
tive. MW models atomic- sitting at the surface of a substrate is to be different, but they
scale phenomena on the basis dynamically visualized. The electron are computed using the
of molecular dynamics and wave is colored by the phase.
exact same engine.
quantum mechanics calculaMW is a tool for
tions, which enables students to carry out designing and conducting computational
computational experiments to investigate experiments with atoms and molecules, based
and learn a wide range of science concepts.
on molecular dynamics and quantum dynamThe atomic world is alien to students: ics simulation methods that originate from
Electrons, atoms, and molecules are too molecular modeling research (5). These comsmall to be seen, and their interactions putational methods approximate the fundaresemble nothing in the everyday observa- mental laws in the world of atoms and moltions that shape our intuitions. In the world ecules, and so MW’s computational engines
of electromagnetic forces, thermodynamics, and quantum mechanics, there is little
that students can assemble or tear apart with
their bare hands in order to learn how those
rules work. Traditional static ball-and-stick
models of molecules fall short of conveying
those essentially dynamic rules.
When direct hands-on experiences are
not feasible in the classroom, computational experiments provide attractive alternatives. Inquiry through computational
experiments is similar to inquiry through
real experiments: Students observe visualizations, raise “what-if ” questions, formulate hypotheses, design and conduct investigations to test their ideas, and, ﬁnally, analyze and interpret results. In some cases,
good simulations can be just as effective as
their real counterparts (3, 4).
For a computer simulation to become a
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mechanics, diffusion, osmosis, self-assembly, and so on (see the second ﬁgure). The
fact that many seemingly disparate phenomena emerge from a couple of computational
engines that employ only a few general scientiﬁc laws demonstrates the unity of science, a profundity noted by physicist Richard
Feynman in his famous lecture that opened
the ﬁeld of nanotechnology: “I am inspired
by the biological phenomena in which chemical forces are used in repetitious fashion to
produce all kinds of weird effects” (8). This
unity is key to addressing the problem in U.S.
science curriculum, famously described as “a
mile wide and an inch deep” (9). Recognizing
this problem, the Conceptual Framework for
the New Science Education Standards has put
forward a “more coherent vision” to move in
the direction of “fewer, higher, clearer” standards (10).
An integrative tool such as MW can support novel instructional strategies that focus
on the conceptual unity of otherwise fragmented factual knowledge. For example, the
microscopic pictures and the macroscopic
properties of the three states of matter are
typically taught as individual facts. But all of
them can be explained and connected using a
single computational experiment with a particulate model: Students add particles into a
container under a piston, adjust their properties, and run molecular dynamics simulations
to see what happens. They discover that gas
particles move freely to assume the entire volume of the container, liquid particles ﬂow to
occupy the lowest part of the container, and
solid particles vibrate and maintain a ﬁxed
volume and shape. When pushing the piston, they ﬁnd that a gas can be signiﬁcantly
compressed, whereas a liquid or a solid can
hardly be. Gradually raising the temperature
of a solid, they observe how it softens, collapses, melts, evaporates, and expands. They
can even ﬁddle with the interaction potential
among particles to study how it is responsible
for the formation of each phase. Such a computational experiment unites many different
ideas and provides the micro-macro connections needed for developing a deeper, more
coherent understanding.
The fundamental physical laws used to
build MW’s engines ensure the accuracy
and depth of many computational experiments they support. For example, the First
and Second Laws of thermodynamics, the
Boltzmann distribution, Fourier’s law of
heat conduction, Raoult’s law, Pascal’s principle, Archimedes’s principle of buoyancy,
and the ideal gas law can be discovered or
tested. This capacity extends learning to the
level of quantitative analysis, which is an
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include molecular mass
as a factor?” and “Why
should N be the number of molecules but not share a common goal: to understand how the
the number of atoms?” These questions are world works. It is, therefore, not a surprise
hard to answer without a mastery of complex that a research technique can be successfully
mathematics and statistical mechanics. But converted into a learning tool. This makes us
with MW’s graphical user interface, students wonder how many other tools invented by
can bypass those barriers and come up with scientists and engineers are still waiting to be
computational evidence and explanations. “discovered” by educators and translated into
What would have been difﬁcult to accom- educational technology.
plish is simpliﬁed to visual manipulations.
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Microscopy suite. The microscope is used by remote classrooms, as well as by Beckman research scientists.

1999 (4). Since then, there have been 580 assist them in their investigations.
classroom sessions with 415 schools (106 of
A standard classroom light microscope
those being repeat participants) during which allows a magniﬁcation of around 1000×. Bugstudents and teachers have acquired 120,000 scope, which permits high-resolution imagimages (5). These sessions represent class- ing at over 20,000×, presents a unique opporrooms across K–12 grades and also occur in tunity for classrooms to collect data while
informal settings, such as libraries and muse- discovering and understanding insects. For
ums, and in institutions of higher education.
example, second-grade students from MilApplying to Bugscope has been purposely waukee, Wisconsin, after seeing their specimade easy. Classrooms propose their own mens at a magniﬁcation of up to 10,000×,
projects, along with a preferred date and time. had the chance to “broaden their exposure to
All legitimate proposals are accepted. Class- deeper understanding of the structures insects
rooms can either mail their specimens or use possess and perhaps widen their basic underthose provided by Bugscope. Teachers can standing of the microscopic world” [p. 31 in
schedule an interactive practice session to (6)] (see the second ﬁgure).
become familiar with using
the microscope remotely.
Teachers can also review
archives of previous sessions. A typical session may
range in length from 30 to
120 minutes.
Teachers and their students are responsible for
planning their own scientiﬁc investigations to make
the most efﬁcient use of the
time that they have been
allocated on the microscope.
Like professional scientists
in different ﬁelds, they have An illustration of live chat interaction. Students take control not only
an infrastructure of resident of the microscope but also of posing questions to experts (2010-106
experts, such as the micros- session). Responses are intentionally made accessible for students in
copist or an entomologist, to different grades.
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n a Monday morning in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 29 sixth-grade students and their teacher conducted
scientiﬁc investigations on insect adaptations by remotely controlling an environmental scanning electron microscope from their
classroom. Before the session, these students gathered and mailed insect specimens
to the Beckman Institute of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where the
electron microscope is physically located.
Like any principal investigator, their teacher
submitted a formal proposal to request
access to the microscope for a classroom
project (1). The proposal was to participate
in the Beckman Institute’s Bugscope, http://
bugscope.beckman.illinois.edu, a free educational technology outreach project, which
enables kindergarten to 12th grade (K–12)
and undergraduate students and teachers to
remotely access and control the microscope
in real time from their classroom computers. For the teacher, the educational beneﬁts
to her students included the ability to see
insect anatomy details too minute for their
classroom microscopes; the development
of the skills necessary to acquire their own
images; and, most important, the opportunity to chat with scientists and ask them
questions about insects, electron microscopy, and science careers.
There is growing interest in providing
learning opportunities via the cyberinfrastructure (2). A National Science Foundation (NSF) report deﬁned “cyberlearning” as
“learning that is mediated by network computing and communication technologies” [p.
10 in (3)]. The report also suggested that, for
students and teachers to learn how to author,
publish, and curate data, they must acquire the
skills of data scientists (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure).
Bugscope hosted its ﬁrst session in March

PHOTO CREDIT: IMAGE ACQUIRED BY STUDENTS (2009-154 SESSION)
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A recent report outlines a goal
to prepare 100,000 trained middle
and high school science, technology, engineering, and mathematics teachers by 2020 (7).
Rather than just delivering content, undergraduate educators are
being urged to address ways in
which students and future teachers are prepared to gather and
interpret scientiﬁc evidence and
participate in scientiﬁc discourse
(8). Projects like Bugscope in
teacher education programs have
the potential to increase relevant Questions asked while acquiring an image. An image acquired
and meaningful uses of technol- during a ﬁfth-grade classroom session facilitated by a graduate of
the preservice teacher education program at Marquette University
ogy in K–12 classrooms. For (2009-154 session). Students viewed a loose wing scale on the
example, in a typical Bugscope antenna of a yellow butterﬂy (358×). While the image was present
session in a science methods class, on the screen, questions were posed to experts, such as, “What is
preservice teachers bring their the purpose of an antenna?” and “What does it take to be you guys?
own specimens to class (dupli- What type of classes do you take?”
cate specimens are mailed to
Beckman), make a drawing of the insect, and modeled strategies for use of technology to
write questions they have regarding it. Next, foster inquiry in a dynamic, real-time comtheir instructor models the use of Bugscope munity of learners by contextualizing sciand trains the preservice teachers to use the ence content. The preservice teachers can ask
microscope themselves. Throughout train- and receive immediate answers to their quesing, the class communicates via chat with the tions (such as “Why are there ‘hairs’ on the
Bugscope experts. These preservice teach- insect?”) immediately from experts. These
ers also compare their drawings to images sessions allow future teachers to experience
they acquired via Bugscope. Finally, pre- planning the integration of technology as
service teachers are asked to design ways in they engage in it ﬁrsthand. From these expewhich this experience can be implemented in riences, preservice teachers have devised
a K–12 classroom, to explain how it contrib- ways to use Bugscope to identify misconceputes to inquiry and content knowledge, and to tions and to infuse science across the curricudiscuss how to manage their own sessions.
lum. For example, its use in teacher education
Thirty Bugscope sessions in teacher edu- programs demonstrates that beneﬁts include
cation programs at Marquette University and encouraging student engagement in scientiﬁc
California State University, East Bay, over the behaviors and dialogues, exposing students
past 10 years (involving 870 students) have to scientists and scientiﬁc careers, creating
ownership among students in learning about
insects, building a relevant context within
About the Authors
which to learn and apply scientiﬁc language,
modeling data collection using an advanced
M. A. Korb completed her Ph.D. in sciscientiﬁc instrument, and providing applicaence education at Marquette University,
tions that meet national and state science eduwhere she incorporated Bugscope into
cation content standards.
her preservice teacher courses. She is an
Seven recent graduates from two teacher
assistant professor in the Department of
education programs have implemented BugTeacher Education at the California State
scope sessions into their curricula. Some
University, East Bay, and is a coprincipal
used the Bugscope session to stimulate stuinvestigator on an NSF Math and Scident inquiry skills, while others had students
ence Partnership grant award 0962804.
create accurate insect sculptures based on the
U. Thakkar has directed education and
images they collected. In some classrooms,
outreach of Bugscope since the beginthey guided students to use content and inforning. He is a senior research scientist in
mation from the chat transcripts to incorpothe Coordinated Science Laboratory at
rate proper terminology into their writing.
the University of Illinois and is serving
These sessions occurred during the regular
as a AAAS Science and Technology Policy
school year and in summer school classes
Fellow in Washington, D.C.
aimed at urban youth (see the third ﬁgure).
Reflecting on their preservice teacher
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education courses, two educators summarized what is exciting, engaging, and unique
about Bugscope:
“My students, who experience poverty, violence, and challenging living
environments, had the opportunity to
control a $600,000 environmental scanning electron microscope. They chatted
directly with scientists …. Most students
learn the functions of insects by looking at pictures or drawings in a textbook.
However, my ﬁfth graders observed their
own once-living specimens.”
“The power of Bugscope to transform science education cannot be underestimated. At a time when science has
become merely an addendum to Math and
Language-Arts curriculum in most public schools, Bugscope provides a powerful
and instantaneous revitalization to a dying
art … that of personally engaging and connecting students to the wonders of scientiﬁc inquiry and exploration.”

In successful online learning environments, students learn from engagement in
scientific processes by challenging what
they know in order to add to their understanding of how the world works (9). Bugscope is a sustainable and scalable model for
classrooms nationwide to conduct their own
scientiﬁc investigations.
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Crowd-sourced efforts
efforts and
and online
online educational
educational
resources are able to multiply the impact
of astronomy outreach
outreach and education.
education.

M

any of us have experienced a
moment when, mesmerized by the
beauty of a night sky, we reﬂected
upon life, here and elsewhere. The realization
of our place in the universe is humbling, but it
is also inspiring.
Universe Awareness (UNAWE) is an
astronomy education and outreach program
targeting young children, from 4 to 10 years
old, in underprivileged environments. At this
age, children are developing their cultural
landscape and value systems, which serve
as references as they grow and learn. The
rationale behind UNAWE is that the unique
perspective brought by astronomy, e.g., seeing Earth from space, without real borders
between countries, helps young children
develop the skills and values that will help
them create a better future for themselves.
Since 2005, UNAWE has grown to involve
more than 500 volunteers, organizations, and
governments in 40 countries. UNAWE grew
most during the International Year of Astronomy (IYA) in 2009 and is now an important
ingredient of the International Astronomical
Union’s decadal development strategy (1).
Educational resources, generously contributed by the network of volunteers to
UNAWE, have been collected and published
(www.unawe.org/). Many UNAWE members have contributed translations, which
are then featured on the site. Quality control comes through an automatic peer adoption process. The resources are checked for
scientiﬁc accuracy by qualiﬁed astronomers
before they are posted online, where the
most useful resources naturally become the
most used resources. One of the most successful activities UNAWE features is the
“Deadly Moons” workshop.
Deadly Moons is a 1-hour interactive
workshop that teaches students about our
Moon and the other exotic moons in our solar
system. Deadly Moons is immediately made
Leiden University, NL-2300 Leiden, Netherlands. 2South
African Astronomical Observatory, Observatory 7935,
South Africa. 3African Institute for Mathematical Sciences,
Muizenberg 7945, South Africa. E-mail: carolina@odman.
org (C.J.O.-G.). 4Independent educator, UNAWE Ireland.
E-mail: skysketcher@gmail.com (D.K.)
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Illuminating understanding. A drawing of Mimas,
one of Saturn’s moons, by Eden Munroe, age 12, of
Ashbourne Irish Girl Guides, Dublin, during Discover
Science and Engineering’s Science Week 2010.

relevant by its title, as many children in Ireland use the street phrase “That’s deadly!”
in everyday life about things that impress
them totally. On UNAWE, the local nature
of this expression is described, and educators
in other countries either teach their students
about the Irish expression or use the equivalent colloquial expression in their own language. Students learn about moon phases,
active moons, quiet moons, Galilean moons,
moon exploration, and moon terminology.
When they have absorbed enough information about these moons they are invited to
vote in a vocal way to indicate which moons
they like the best. The group then produces
drawings of their favorite moons.
Thousands of observational drawings
have been produced by participants of
Deadly Moons (see the ﬁgures). Some of
these drawings were exhibited as part of
the IYA, both at the opening celebrations in
Paris and at the international astronomical
sketching exhibition in Ireland. Additionally, many schools and libraries have held
exhibitions of the work produced for the
local communities to see.

Each year, an increasing number of
schools in Ireland have used Deadly Moons
toward their Discover Primary Science
award. This award acknowledges the efforts
of primary school children and teachers who
have shown an increased knowledge of science and math. Evaluations revealed retention of information; many of the children
were unaware of other moons before the
workshop but could remember the names of
several after their participation.
Deadly Moons has spawned several other
successful workshops using the same format,
including The Suns Massive, about Sun terminology and robotic solar exploration, and
Rapid Rockets and Wicked Robots, which is
a history, through drawing, of space exploration. Additionally, Deadly Moons now has
a follow-up moon drawing workshop that
uses richly colored images from the U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) lunar explorers. The new
workshop was the inspiration behind the
paintings that some Irish children produced
for OPTICKS 2011, a live science and art
audiovisual performance using radio waves
between Earth and the Moon (www.ustream.
tv/recorded/13911581).
In general, UNAWE activities come from
places where ﬁnancial means are often scarce
and are therefore full of good ideas at low cost
or no cost (2). The science is not shrouded
in high-tech imagery that may distract children, and the hands-on nature of the activities
ensures real learning. They are also locally
relevant, as ideas are contributed by educators
close to the children, the resources convey
the right message, children identify with the
characters featured in the stories, and they are
familiar with the real-life examples shown.
UNAWE is not just about sharing
resources. Astronomical events present the
perfect opportunity to connect children and
educators worldwide. Two classrooms, separated by the Atlantic Ocean, are preparing for
a lunar eclipse. They understand that Earth is
round and that while it is day in some places,
it is night in others. In rural South Africa, it
is early morning. Pupils have spent an exciting sleepover at the school with an astronomy
workshop and star-gazing the evening before.
Now, at 4 a.m., they are awake and ready to
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view our eclipsed Moon. Across the globe in
Bermuda, it is evening after an unusual school
day in which UNAWE volunteers have come
to talk about the Sun, the stars, and the Moon.
As the eclipse draws near, an Internet connection is established between the schools.
“Good morning!” wish the South African
learners. “Good evening!” retort the Bermudans, and the children are left to smile at the
time difference and chat among themselves.
Children strike up an immediate friendship
and start realizing the differences in their
lives: “Here, water is a problem, we do not
always have enough,” says one South African
pupil. “Water is a problem here too, but we
are trying to keep our houses dry” says his
Bermudan friend, and both laugh at the seemingly absurd situation. Suddenly, one child
runs into the Bermudan classroom. “The
Moon has gone red!” she shouts. All abandon
the computers and run outside, in both Ber-

muda and South Africa.
Events like this one
would not be possible
without a strong network of dedicated volunteers—the true strength
of UNAWE. The idea
is simple and powerful:
Teachers, students, parents, children, and other
people involved in the
education of the youngest generation understand easily how astronomy inspires children
and take ownership of the
program. UNAWE is a
bottom-up program rely- Deadly Moons Workshop at Wicklow Arts Festival.
ing on local ownership of
its philosophy. Living in a poor rural area of scientiﬁc topics.
the world with a privileged access to the night
Until 2010, the coordination of UNAWE
sky but no one to explain it is a was funded by a seed grant from the Dutch
different challenge from grow- Ministry of Education, Science, and CulAbout the Authors
ing up in a city where teach- ture. Since then, UNAWE has been awarded
ers struggle to impart concepts a European grant of almost €2 million
Carolina Ödman-Govender
only seen through television (U.S. $2.87 million), allocated to create
studied physics engineering at
screens or advertising. Rural and implement a professional developthe Swiss Federal Institute of
settings are rich in natural ment program for primary school teachers
Technology in Lausanne before
beauty. Urban environments in six countries. The resource Web site is
completing a Ph.D. in theoretimay have more infrastructure, currently being redeveloped as part of the
cal cosmology at the Univerbut light pollution is a real hur- European Union–funded program. Professity of Cambridge in the United
dle for astronomy. Only those sional expertise will be involved in evaluatKingdom. She has consulted for UNESCO and tutored at
in touch with the children ing the resources, and although the site will
the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences (AIMS)
know what speciﬁc conditions continue to welcome educational resources
in South Africa. After working as a post-doc, she joined
they are learning and living in. from all our partners, it will also offer new
Leiden Observatory in the Netherlands where she develUNAWE also connects its resources, developed professionally.
oped “Universe Awareness.” In 2010, she became a
volunteers through regular
Children around the world are different,
research fellow at the South African Astronomical Obserworkshops, enabling them to and yet they share curiosity and an appetite
vatory and at AIMS. In 2011, she became the director of
exchange ideas and best prac- for learning and for understanding the world
academic development of the AIMS Next Einstein Initiatices. At one such meeting, around them and their place in it. UNAWE
tive. She remains a member of the Universe Awareness
primary school teachers from volunteers bring the unique perspective of
Project Board and of the AIMS Cosmology Group.
Spain solved the problem of astronomy to young children, giving them
an Indian educational nongov- a chance to appreciate the scale and beauty
Deirdre Kelleghan lives in Ireernmental organization try- of the universe, empowering them to think
land where she is both an amaing to explain why days grow independently, and bringing them closer to
teur astronomer and an artist
shorter or longer at different each other.
with a passion for experimentatimes of the year with a model
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of learning activities, from prepared demonstrations to open-ended inquiry projects.
The EET chapters have a common structure with six basic elements: (i) a Chapter
Overview providing a brief description of the
content; (ii) Teaching Notes providing extensive curricular and pedagogic details about
the chapter; (iii) the Case Study presenting
a relevant and interesting context that draws
users in via a question or problem to explore;
(iv) Step-by-Step Instructions guiding users
through the process of navigating to the pertinent Web sites, downloading the data and
analysis tools, formatting and importing the
data, conducting an analysis, and interpreting
the results; (v) Tools and Data providing full
details about each tool and data set used; and

Areas of ozone hole
(in pixels)

T

o enable responsible decision-making
in the future and to ensure the development of the next generation of scientists, students must develop the skills that
enable them to explore scientiﬁc questions,
assess the results of scientiﬁc research, and
draw and communicate conclusions to others. These skills are essential as society faces
science and engineering challenges, including the need to understand and respond to the
impacts of changes in Earth’s climate.
One way to help students develop these
skills is to involve them in exploring scientiﬁc
questions using the same data and data analysis tools that scientists use. The Earth Exploration Toolbook (EET, http://serc.carleton.
edu/eet) is a freely available online resource
made up of investigations or “chapters” that
help teachers and their students become competent data users (1).
Each stand-alone chapter in the EET
addresses a different topic (e.g., hydrologic
cycle, weather, climate, environmental quality, or natural hazards), data set (e.g., global
temperatures, sea ice extent, ocean core
records, or stream flow data), or analysis
tool [e.g., spreadsheets, image-processing
software, or geographic information system (GIS)]. Chapters are designed for use by
teachers of grades 6 through 12, undergraduate faculty, and/or their students. By working
through a chapter, users gain experience and
knowledge of the data set and analysis tool so
that they can use them for their own investigations, investigate other aspects of the Earth
system, and/or apply the techniques in other
contexts or disciplines. In particular, educators can adapt them to their classrooms. This
ﬂexibility allows teachers and students to use
the featured data sets and tools across a range

Area of Antarctic ozone hole by year:
1996–2005

Antarctic ozone hole image data from NASA. The
area of the ozone hole was outlined and measured by
means of the ImageJ image-processing software. The
graph of the changing size of the ozone hole between
1996 and 2005 was produced in the spreadsheet
application using measurements made in ImageJ.

(vi) Going Further, which includes suggestions for users who want to extend the investigation or apply it to new situations.
Most chapters use freely or commonly
available tools and data sets such as earthquake and stream flow data from the U.S.
Geological Survey, weather data from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and satellite data from
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure). The EET
chapter, “Analyzing the Antarctic Ozone
Hole,” uses ImageJ, a public-domain imageanalysis program from the National Institutes
of Health, and Excel, a commonly available
spreadsheet application, to animate, measure,
and graph the changes in the Antarctic ozone
hole over 10 years. Students can then consider
why the observed variations have occurred.
In general, as the EET chapter is written,
there is one result for each activity, although
teachers might approach activities at different
levels. However, teachers and students could
do different kinds of analysis. For example,
in the “Analyzing the Antarctic Ozone Hole”
chapter, users get the ozone data from 1 October each year, create an animation of the evolving size of the ozone hole on that date each
year, and measure how its size changes over
a number of years. Alternatively, they could
get the data for every day through a year and
animate the evolution of the ozone hole over
the course of a year. A more advanced activity
would be to do a similar analysis of ozone over
the North Pole and compare the results with
an analysis of ozone over Antarctica.
Effective communication between scientists, educators, and curriculum developers
can be a challenge. Some scientists ﬁnd it difﬁcult to translate their technical terminology
into language that educators and students can
understand. Compounding this challenge is
the scientists’ unfamiliarity with what educators need to effectively teach the complex
scientiﬁc concepts inherent in Earth system
science. At the same time, educators and curriculum developers are not always aware of
what scientiﬁc data or information they need
to effectively convey speciﬁc scientiﬁc concepts, and even if they are aware, they often
lack the time to obtain and prepare the data or
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Local environmental awareness. Students who participated in a summer workshop discuss data from their
local community displayed in GIS software.

information into a form they can use.
The EET serves as a locus of activities
to address these issues. The process we use
to make scientiﬁc data sets accessible and
usable in educational contexts supports effective communication between the scientiﬁc
and educational communities (2). EET also
has been featured in professional development programs that help teachers learn to use
the resources (including the science content
and inquiry skills they feature) and to integrate them into their curricula (3, 4).
We brought together the scientific and
educational communities to create new EET
chapters during our AccessData workshops
(http://serc.carleton.edu/usingdata/accessdata). These 2½-day workshops, run annually
between 2004 and 2009, each facilitated ~10
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teams, with each team focused on identifying
a data set, data analysis tool, and a compelling scenario for investigating the data. Each
team had ﬁve to seven members representing
the expertise of the data provider, analysis tool
specialist, scientist, curriculum developer, and
educator. After the workshop, a curriculum
developer completed the EET chapter. During
breakout sessions, both the scientiﬁc and educational community participants had time to
get to know the needs and capabilities of team
members from other communities. That interaction affected not only how the EET chapter
evolved but also how individuals conducted
their own work. For example, in the longitudinal evaluation in 2010 (5), in response
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put in practice providing data to educators
and students?”—a data provider said, “It has
changed how we document our software; how
we implement middleware [software and services that connect user application programs
with possibly remote computer operating system functions]; and what metadata schemas
to adopt and support; [and] what formats to
use and make available for data transfer, storage, and visualization.” Simply providing
access over the Internet was not enough to
effect such changes.
Teachers involved in professional development programs that feature EET investigations report that the EET has changed their
approach to teaching science by enabling
them to use scientiﬁc data to address authentic situations. We have some anecdotal evidence that the integration of analysis of scientiﬁc data sets in middle-school classrooms
has a positive impact on standardized test
scores. Teachers also ﬁnd that the EET chapters provide a mechanism for them to learn
and relearn data analysis skills so that they
can help their students address scientific
questions using Earth science data.
In summary, learning experiences based
on EET chapters prepare students to inquire
about complex real-world problems, such as
how to deal with environmental issues in their
communities resulting from climate change
(see the second ﬁgure) teach them to critically evaluate the integrity and robustness of
data; and provide them training in scientiﬁc,
technical, quantitative, and communication
skills. To more fully integrate research and
education, however, it is necessary to bring
members of the scientiﬁc and educational
communities together to work through the
technological and pedagogical obstacles to
effective use of data in education.
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Cogito’s ﬁrst student members gave the
site its name, Latin for “I think.” Additionally, they helped to shape its features, which
include profiles of students and their projects; interactive interviews with experts; live
webinars; discussion forums; and a centralized directory of challenges outside of school,
such as international competitions, internships, summer programs, and online learning.
Most of this content is available to any site
visitor, but the discussion forums, blogs, and
special events are only for Cogito members.
Students are nominated for membership by
CTY or other organizations that serve academically advanced students, including the
Davidson Institute, the Belin-Blank Center,
National PERMATApintar Centre in Malaysia, the talent search programs at Duke University and Northwestern University, the precollege math and science competition communities, and others, some of whom helped
plan Cogito’s approach from the beginning.
We also welcome nominations from middle
and high school teachers, who spot talented
students who are excited about science and
math, and from students themselves. As students graduate from high school, they remain
Cogito members, with an “over 18” designation in the discussion forums where they serve
important roles as “near peers.”

A central feature of Cogito is its ability to
engage students in STEM ﬁelds not normally
included in a high school curriculum. For
example, geophysicist Allen West, whose theories about the extinction of the great mammals were featured in NOVA on the Public
Broadcasting Service, came onto the site for
an interview. Cogito also featured a discussion
forum with ﬁve science writers to talk with
Cogito members. And, after a special focus on
chemical sciences included a discussion with
environmental chemist Alan Stone, a Cogito
member exclaimed, “Now, I think that might
be something I want to have a career in, and …
I had never heard about it before the interview
with Dr. Stone.”
For students like Philip Streich, whom
Discover magazine named one of the top ﬁve
young scientists under age 20 in 2008 (1), the
discussion forums found on Cogito were a
lifeline. He wrote, “Living on a farm in rural
Wisconsin, I’d had no opportunity to hear
about and communicate with other kids my
age who were as passionate as I was about
science. Cogito brought me into a scientiﬁc
community that I would otherwise never
have had a chance to be part of … it motivated me to start doing research myself …

and helped me picture myself doing research
alongside them someday.”
Cogito’s interviews and forums underscore the relevance and vitality of contemporary research. Experts welcome questions
from students and post their answers online.
Johns Hopkins bioethicist Debra Mathews,
for example, grappled with questions such
as who is “worthy” to make ethical decisions about medical issues and what makes
them so. Cogito has also featured mathematician and Fields Medalist Terence Tao, who
proved that prime numbers contain inﬁnitely
many progressions of all ﬁnite lengths; planet
hunter Paul Kalas, whose research team took
some of the ﬁrst direct images of planets orbiting other stars; and computer scientist Zoran
Popovi, who was one of the developers of the
online protein folding game, Fold-It.
During live Cogito webinars, which are
announced ahead of time via Cogito’s e-newsletter, members from around the world log
into a virtual conference hall to interact with
a guest expert in real time. The opportunity to
discuss contemporary scientiﬁc issues with
renowned experts is a major draw for students,
although live events for a worldwide membership can be challenging to coordinate. When
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Cogito hosted its ﬁrst webinar called Swine
Online ‘09, two epidemiologists began with
a presentation about the H1N1 outbreak (2).
Questions from Cogito attendees poured in
via phone, chat, and instant message, filling the screen and surprising the presenters,
who said later, “These are more like questions
from our doctoral students.”
We have learned that Cogito offers bright
kids a place not to just hang out, but to “geek
out” (3). Instead of just surﬁng the Web for
tidbits of information or being satisﬁed with
a Wikipedia entry, geeking out goes much
further. It is a peer-driven online activity,
a social one in which young people learn
more about topics that fascinate them by
exchanging knowledge on a subject of interest (see the photo). On Cogito, they pursue
advanced subject matter as they gather to discuss extrasolar planets, epigenetics, or Ricci
ﬂow. Cogito members themselves started an
“I Learn, I Teach” set of forums in which individual members teach other members about a
subject they are pursuing, such as nanotechnology, anatomy, and Chinese. Students with
special expertise are also invited to share their
knowledge. For example, Benjamin Clark,
a 15-year-old senior who won the top prize
at the Siemens Competition in Math, Science, and Technology, came onto the site to
talk about his winning astrophysics project.
Similarly, high school student Ilenna Jones,
who spent a summer working with genomics
researchers at Johns Hopkins as part of the
Center Scholars program, developed by CTY
and Johns Hopkins’ Center for Excellence in
Genome Science, was featured on the Web

About the authors
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opportunities to interact with their
peers and experts around the world.
We also invite students from
international competitions, such as
the Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair, as well as students
from organizations in other countries that serve gifted students. We
look for opportunities to highlight
the research projects of students
from around the world who are
“What is this?” Visitors try to identify a scientific image. not only role models for their own
Guesses for this image of the radio galaxy Cygnus A included country’s youth, but who also bring
“a meteorologic picture of two tropical storms” and “volcanic a global perspective to the site. This
islands with a boat traveling between them.”
year, Cogito interviewed a team of
ﬁve Saudi Arabian girls who took
site (see the photo, p. 467). Her excitement ﬁrst place at Ibtikar, a large invention comabout what she and her mentors in the lab are petition, for a virtual reality game they crediscovering shines through in the short video ated for children with cancer. Cogito meminterview featured on Cogito. “We’re trail- ber Priyanka Kumar researched and comblazing, ﬁnally!” she remarked.
pared the health habits of her American classCogito’s members now hail from over 70 mates with those of students in India, where
countries, and the international membership she spends her summers, and Sean Ballinger
is growing rapidly. Organizations in many reported on his internship in computer procountries are seeking out CTY’s help in their gramming at a German space center. As the
efforts to nurture the talent of their own gifted site expands internationally, we will be addyouth, particularly in science and math. In ing translations of the content into different
Malaysia, for example, CTY is working with languages and looking for ways to host more
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (National webinar events within different time zones.
University of Malaysia) to create a new
As the National Science Board stressed in
school for gifted children on the university its 2010 report, the nation’s future prosperity
campus and also to provide more services to relies on today’s youth who have the potenthe brightest students throughout the nation. tial to become the vanguard of scientiﬁc and
Cogito is part of that effort, offering a way technological innovation, and strategies to
to bring international attention to the inno- develop their talents are critical (4). The same
vative work their top students and scientists can be said of youth in other countries. We
are doing, and giving the Malaysian students hope Cogito will continue to be that place
where bright students from around the world
will always feel comfortable geeking out and
where their growing expertise and interest in
STEM are celebrated and nurtured.
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cientists routinely use computer modeling and computation in innovative
research, including predicting the
nature of He4 at extremely low temperatures
and the impact of human activity on climate.
Why does computer-based modeling remain
absent from many educational programs?
The Open Source Physics (OSP) project,
www.compadre.org/osp/, seeks to enhance
computational physics education by providing a central Web site containing computer modeling tools, simulations, curricular
resources such as lesson plans, and a computational physics textbook that explains the
pedagogic simulations’ algorithms (1). Our
resources are based on small single-concept
simulations packaged with source codes
that can be examined, modiﬁed, recompiled,
and freely redistributed to teach fundamental computational skills. Students at all levels will beneﬁt from these interactive simulations by learning to question and assess the
simulation’s assumptions and output.
Students who learn physics concepts via
static pictures may be led to construct incomplete or incorrect mental models that hamper
their understanding of physical concepts. Our
ready-to-run simulations and tools for developing new simulations help students visualize situation and better understand abstract
concepts through a research-proven pedagogical process called the Learning Cycle (2, 3).
In the ﬁrst phase of a simulation-based
cycle, “Exploration,” students explore questions or a problem situation about a phenomenon or concept and make predictions about
the outcome. This phase encourages students
to think about the subject matter, become
curious about it, raise questions, and use prior
knowledge in the construction of a hypothesis about possible simulation outcomes. Students may then test their hypotheses using an
experiment or demonstration together with a
simulation. During the second phase, “Invention,” the teacher guides students through the
introduction and development of essential
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Dynamic modeling.
Middle school
students launching
bottle rockets for
Tracker video analyses.

knowledge. Students may begin by sharing
their observations and ideas from the exploration phase. The teacher then uses simulations to develop the content knowledge
and to introduce relevant vocabulary. In the
ﬁnal “Application” phase, the teacher poses
new problems or situations for the students
to solve, based on the exploration that they
reﬁned in the second phase. The same simulation can be used in more than one Learning
Cycle phase or can be modiﬁed and extended
once teachers are familiar with the OSP computer-modeling tools.
Our simulations require student interaction. When solving physics problems, novice students tend to reach ﬁrst for an equation to apply rather than trying to understand
the underlying physics concepts. In welldesigned simulations, physical quantities,
such as force or ﬁeld strength, are not given.
Instead, they must be determined by running
and observing the outcome and by interacting
with the simulation to make measurements.
By determining relevant information early in
the problem-solving process, students must

understand the conceptual underpinnings of
the problem. Our simulations also use multiple representations to depict information,
as students learn best when they see ideas
presented in different ways, for example, as
time-based graphs and tables (4).
The transition from working with interactive simulations to computer-based modeling
can be especially challenging for students. In
addition to learning a programming language,
students must master a range of techniques,
such as compiling and linking with graphics
and numeric libraries, before being able to
create a running computer program. To minimize these difﬁculties, OSP has developed
a number of free modeling, authoring, and
analysis tools. Two of these tools are Tracker
(5) and Easy Java Simulations (EJS).
The Tracker video analysis and modeling
tool enables students to create particle models based on kinematics or Newton’s laws and
to compare the model’s behavior directly with
that of real-world objects, such as the water
rocket shown in the ﬁrst photo, captured on
video (5). Tracker’s model builder provides
an introduction to dynamic modeling by making it easy to deﬁne and modify force expressions, parameter values, and initial conditions, while hiding the numerical algorithm
details. Because Tracker particle models
synchronize with and draw themselves right
on the video, students can test their models
experimentally by direct visual inspection.
A browser in Tracker enables users to open
videos and models directly from the OSP and
other Web sites.
The Easy Java Simulations (EJS) modeling tool organizes a computer model into
four parts: the computation, which implements the phenomena under study in terms
of variables that describe the state of a system and algorithms that change those variables; the control, which deﬁnes actions that
a user can perform on the simulation; the
view, which shows a graphical representation
of the model and its data; and the description,
which provides an opportunity for the author
to document the model’s theory, assumptions, and range of validity.
A typical phenomenon that is studied
in introductory physics is the harmonic
oscillator. A simple algorithm that teaches
both the physics and calculus of harmonic
motion follows:
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a = –k*x/m; compute acceleration
v = v + a*dt; advance velocity
x = x + v*dt; advance position
The ﬁrst statement says that acceleration
is caused by a spring force, the second says
that the acceleration affects the velocity, and
the third says that the velocity affects the
position. Very little additional code is needed
to produce a simulation, as the user interface is constructed by dragging and dropping
buttons, graphs, and tables from a palette
onto the view. Basic programming syntax is
taught while students focus on implementing
ideas as algorithms and on interpreting the
model’s output.
After a model is built, its supplemental graphics and description pages are packaged for distribution. The resulting ﬁle is a
stand-alone application that does not require
EJS and can run on any computer with a Java
virtual machine. Because every simulation
is distributed with its source code, users can
examine, modify, and redistribute the model
with minimal effort. Right-clicking within a
running simulation displays a menu with an
option to extract and copy the source code
into the local computer’s EJS workspace.
This allows teachers to ask students to modify and repackage a model, thereby creating
a teacher-student feedback loop that supports
the Learning Cycle.

Skill building. A South African OSP workshop
participant presenting results from a molecular
dynamics model.

The OSP Web site allows teachers to pick
their level of computational engagement
from a range of possibilities. Teachers may
use and modify existing simulations, distribute ready-to-run simulations to students
for visualization purposes, distribute partially constructed or ﬂawed models that students must edit and return, or construct broad
assignments for students to create models
from scratch (6).
The OSP Collection currently contains
more than 400 primary materials, and many
entries have multiple support documents. For
example, the “Roller Coaster” model includes
three ready-to-run simulations,
a lesson plan and student workAbout the authors
sheet, an applet page, and the
source code. A tabbed panel
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thousands each month. During
collaborating since 2005 on the development and distriMarch 2011, we served 10,000+
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visitors with 5000 simulations,
an increase of 32% over March
2010 traffic. User loyalty is
increasing as well; over 2500
different users visited at least
eight times between January and
March 2011, an 80% increase
from January to March 2010
and an indication of the project’s
increasing visibility.
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The OSP Web site is based on the ComPADRE Digital Library infrastructure and supports peer-reviewed user submissions of simulations and text resources, personal resource
collections, and discussion forums where
users can post questions and discuss lesson
plans. Because ComPADRE is itself a part of
the National Science Digital Library (NSDL),
OSP is able to broadly disseminate records for
its content to partners using standardized educational metadata. The OSP Web site also provides federated access to resources from other
projects including the NSDL.
Designing and building models that
intrigue and educate without overwhelming has been challenging. We have learned
that a simple set of buttons to start, stop, and
reset a simulation followed by a small number of editable parameters, such as the length
of a pendulum, helps to guide inquiry. Additionally, we learned that “freely available on
the Internet” is not enough. The process of
establishing and cultivating an active international community that shares new simulations takes an ongoing commitment. Meeting
face to face and developing personal relationships with faculty are essential for obtaining
new simulations and have proven to be at least
as important as having an attractive Web site.
Thus, we give a number of workshops (see
the second photo) every year for novice and
expert modelers alike. These workshops help
faculty to form and reﬁne the skills needed to
create simulations and implement modeling
in their classrooms. For those unable to attend,
we offer online video tutorials to help develop
computational modeling skills.
Computational modeling tools allow students to understand a model and its computational programming rather than working on
creating its user interface. Paraphrasing Richard Feynman, we have learned that if we cannot reduce a model to an algorithm, we do not
completely understand it.
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800,000

accessed individually. Aided by our
participation in the
600,000
National Science
Digital Library Proj500,000
ect, we cataloged
>5300 animations,
400,000
videos, photos, and
DNALC.org
300,000
Relaunch
illustrations. We also
organized these con200,000
tent atoms into the100,000
matic collections.
These strategies
0
worked, with 79.8%
of visits to DNALC.
Visits to DNALC Web sites. Visits rose steadily through 2006 and followed an org now arriving at a
academic year cycle: lowest in August, rising to a preholiday high in November, content atom identiand peaking in March. The cycle was disrupted in 2007, likely by changes in ﬁed by a Web search.
In parallel, we
search algorithms, then reset in 2008 at about 100,000 fewer visits per month.
aggressively disof an experimental expanding Web, periodi- tributed content through other channels. We
cally directing “robots” or “spiders” to build established a DNALC channel on YouTube
a searchable index of a site. The engine then (4), adding 188 podcasts, animations, and
calculates site rankings. Our decline in vis- videos. We also retooled the immersive threeitation was almost certainly precipitated by dimensional (3D) Brain module from G2C
changes in search algorithms. We therefore Online as a smartphone app. Within months
redesigned our Web sites to increase “vis- of release, 3D Brain rose to number 7 of 7100
ibility” to search engines, a process called education iPhone apps and number 1 among
search engine optimization (SEO).
250 iPad education apps, with >900,000
A large part of our search problem stemmed downloads to date. In 2010, the Web version
from the advanced Flash software that allowed of 3D Brain received 54,868 visits, whereas
us to integrate text, video, and animation, into the app version was downloaded 413,874
a ﬁle that could not be indexed. Our SEO solu- times. As a result of SEO makeovers, disagtion was to develop an html content “mirror” gregation, and aggressive moves into apps,
to direct robots to text-based ﬁles. The ﬁrst YouTube, and blogs, total visitation rose 9.6%
implemention of this ﬁx, for the Your Genes, to 7.0 million in 2010, where we were before
Your Health Web site increased search refer- the 2007–08 discontinuity. Additional efforts
rals from 10.6% to 36.8% of monthly vis- in spring 2011 increased visualization 20.5%
its. In late 2009, we revamped DNALC.org in June to November.
using cascading style sheets; providing rich
All Web site developers are challenged to
keywords, title tags, and descriptions; and answer the question, “Does this program acturefreshing content with blogs and newsfeeds. ally help students to learn?” In the context of
This SEO makeover resulted in an 89.4% the 2007 America COMPETES Act (5), Conincrease in average monthly visits by search gress asked the same question of the educaengine spiders and a 24.5% increase in total tional grant portfolios of the National Science
visits in 2010.
Foundation (NSF) and National Institutes of
Students and teachers often turn to the Health (NIH), which led to increased pressure
Internet to answer specific questions or to on principal investigators to move from anecillustrate key points. Results are harder to dotal reports of teacher satisfaction to sophisfind when deeply embedded within a Web ticated studies of resources’ impact on stusite. Thus, we disaggregated our Web sites dents. This is a big task. NSF and NIH invesinto searchable content “atoms” that can be tigators seldom have direct access to students,
Discontinuity

700,000

Visits

W

hen Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory’s DNA Learning Center
(DNALC) launched its Web site
in 1996, www.dnalc.org, we did not foresee
that it would grow into a portal for 18 content
sites reaching more than seven million visitors per year. The evolution of our multimedia
efforts and the challenges along the way provide lessons for building learning resources or
to attract larger audiences.
Our ﬁrst major site, DNA from the Beginning, is a multimedia primer on 41 seminal
concepts of modern genetics (1). This was
followed by Your Genes, Your Health, a compendium of information on genetic disorders,
and DNA Interactive, a companion to a Public Broadcasting Service series commemorating the 50th anniversary of the discovery of
the DNA structure. The Image Archive on the
American Eugenics Movement marked the
online release of >2400 items from this dark
period in science. Two sites focus on research
insights into disease: Inside Cancer examines
the genetic “hallmarks” of tumor cells; Genes
to Cognition (G2C) Online explores how disorders of thinking entail multiple levels of
biological complexity (2). These narrative
sites are complemented by online notebooks
of tested experiments in bacterial genetics,
human and plant genomics, and RNA interference. Several experiments coordinate with
purpose-built tools for bioinformatics analysis. We also partner with research groups and
disease foundations to produce microsites and
smartphone applications (apps) that focus on
single topics.
The DNALC beneﬁted from early entry
into the online world when there were only
10 to 25 million active Web sites (3). We
rode a wave of increasing Internet speed
and connectivity, with visitation increasing
steadily each year and peaking at 7.1 million in 2007. Visitation then dipped to 6.0
million in 2008, when there were more than
100 million active Web sites (see the ﬁrst ﬁgure). Search engines become defacto arbiters
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and learning takes place in comment in the iPlant Collaborative,
plex environments with many
a project to develop a cyberininteracting institutional and perfrastructure for plant science
sonal variables (6).
research (9). Drawing on the
We conducted experiments
computers and storage of Terfrom 2010–11 to test whether
aGrid (now XSEDE), iPlant’s
G2C Online and Inside Cancer
Discovery Environment enables
improve student learning (7).
scientists to build and analyze
The experiments involved 626
phylogenetic trees with thoustudents in 28 high school and
sands of species and to correlate
college classrooms across 10
plant phenotypes with variation
states. To control for differences
in large-scale genotype data sets.
between teachers and students,
As educational outreach for this
we used a crossover repeatedproject, we developed a parallel
measures design, in which each
bioinformatics workflow, DNA
student participated as both an
Subway (see the second ﬁgure).
experimental and a control subUsing the metaphor of a familiar
ject in a single repetition of the
subway map, this simple, intuiprotocol (8). Participating teachtive interface allows nonspecialers taught two topics to students
ists to extract information from
separated into classes A and B
DNA sequence data. “Riding”
(average class size 24 students).
on different “lines,” students
For the ﬁrst topic, class A used
can predict and annotate genes
a DNALC Web site for classin genome sequences, prospect
work, and class B used lectures,
genomes for related sequences,
textbooks, or other Web sites. DNA Subway. The Blue Line of DNA Subway allows students to analyze DNA build phylogenetic trees, and anaThe classes then switched con- barcodes and construct phylogenetic trees from DNA sequence data.
lyze DNA barcodes.
ditions for the second topic, so
An important battle for cyberthat each student learned one topic using a For the ﬁrst time in the history of science, stu- literacy takes place midcontinuum, where
DNALC Web site and one topic using another dents and teachers can work with the same scientist educators in colleges and universiresource. Students completed a quiz after each data, at the same time, and with the same tools ties can invite students as coinvestigators to
topic, which allowed comparison of how well as elite-level researchers (2).
explore abundant genome data. Here, intuiWe have devoted considerable effort to tive bioinformatics work ﬂows must work in
each student learned with and without the use
of a DNALC Web site. Students’ quiz scores developing educational resources to help stu- classrooms and teaching laboratories, withwere signiﬁcantly higher when using either dents generate, share, and analyze genome out the need of high-level computational
G2C Online (mean 81.2 ± 19.5 versus 70.7 ± data. In 1998, we developed the ﬁrst cyber- support. By doing their best on the Web, mul20.2, t328=7.789, P < 0.001) or Inside Cancer experiment to allow students to analyze a timedia producers can equip teachers, stu(85.0 ± 20.8 versus 73.8 ± 21.3, t296=7.361, small portion of their own genome. At their dents, and even citizen scientists to actively
P < 0.001). Thus, we have an answer to that schools, students isolate DNA from cheek participate in the genome age.
difﬁcult question: an engaging Web site can cells and then use PCR to amplify the mitoReferences and Notes
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